, Have the Men

had Enough? 2009, four chairs, table. slide prolection

Markus Schinwald, Contorlionists (Rachel),2003, Courtesy of the artist and private collection Ge;,:'
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Editorial
Summer is over but not yet the Recession, which of
course, has a direct bearing on art sales. There are
now four commercial galleries in Leamington, several
in Warwick, a few in Stratford, some in Coventry, and
others scattered throughout Warwickshire. There are,
of course, different kinds of commercial galleries
depending on whether they are run by artists
themselves, by sympathetic dealers or by big
commercial operators with their formulaic paintings,
prints and sculptures. Commercial galleries are a
familiar and important part of the artistic landscape.
Where they work well, and where they encourage
original art, they represent a kind of positive and
welcome investment by the dealer in the artist's future
success. After all, where would the French
lmpressionists have got without their great dealer Durand-Ruel ?

There is, however, another'commercial' model to
consider and it is that of an exhibiting society like
LSA. The Royal Academy of Arts (established in
1768) is the most famous example of a body of artists
whose collective interests and achievements are
annually celebrated with a Summer Show. Scattered
across the UK are numerous local associations, some
established long ago and others more recently,
instituted each with its own'mixed exhibition'. Sales at
such shows bring their own distinctive reward and
frisson with exhibited works competing for the buyer's
attention yet representing a kind of collegiate and
professional community of artists. This is more direct
and less impersonal than that of the big high street
gallery or department store . Such exhibitions, with
their private views, are important precisely because
they allow artists to celebrate their originality and their
collective identity as artists.
The 2009 LSA Summer show at the School of Arts,
Warwickshire College is a case in point. This year
LSA combined the'expressive' and the'instrumental'
with a Summer Show that achieved two things. On
the one hand the Show expressed our shared identity
as artists. On the other hand it generated sales,
without commission.
LSA aims to voice the needs of a community of artists
where individuals are, perhaps, sometimes isolated
in their studios There are of course a variety of ways
in which members interact and these may include
collaboration in small groups such as'The
Edge' or'The Grid'or'The Mill' at Little Shrewley..
LSA's distinctive function, as a larger organisation, is
to raise people's awareness of the distinction between
'original art' and the'merely commercial'. lt also aims
to create opportunities which are difficult for
individuals or small groups to achieve on their own.
Studio space and exhibitions must come top of
any list of what artists need. LSA continues to pursue

these priorities as and where the opportunities arise. I
should add that LSA welcomes art lovers as well as
artists and that this hybrid membership has enhanced
our ability to promote original art in Leamington. One
of LSA's functions is to bring artists and potential
buyers together.
What then of exhibitions which have taken place and
those which have yet to come? ln this issue we cover
a number of recent and current shows. (lf you think
that we have missed a show that merited review do
remember that we invite you our members to
contribute copy and that our regular contributors
cannot cover everything.) lndeed the range of
exhibitions in 2009 has been extensive, from Painting
for Pleasure at the Royal Priors to the sophisticated

work of Mark Tilley at the Solihull Arts Complex.
The'Rugby Open' is now viewable as is the work of
Moira Lamont et al at the Lewis Gallery at Rugby
School. Nor should The Amazing Chang at
Leamington Art Gallery be forgotten, an intriguing
exhibition. The Gallery Upstairs, Henley-in-Arden is
mounting one of its formidable exhibitions with forty
artists of distinction, There is no shortage of potential
Christmas presents here! We have just seen the
exciting Safe House exhibition presented by The
Edge group at North Hall, Spencer Yard -an event
which would have challenged cosmopolitan London,
let alone the Spa.
British artists have a track record of charitable
exhibition that goes back to the eighteenth century.
As in previous years Leamington has showed what it
can do in this way. The recent weekend charity art fair
at the Town Hall was a vibrant and rich event that
brought art and charity into just the right kind of
partnership. Friendly bustle with something for
everyone is just the ticket. The organizers are to be
congratulated and thanked.
What then of the immediate future as we approach
2O1O? As many members will have heard opportunities
for exhibition and (we hope) studio space have
emerged at the Old Library in Leamington. As we go
to press Gerry Smith, Deputy Chairman of LSA, is
leading a team in the hard work of making the space
good for exhibition. lf things work out this will be the
most significant development for us in years.
Elsewhere, Bryan Sapwell is leading the 2010
Warwickshire Arts Week team as it plans open
studios and related events for next Summer. Allwith
the support of the LSA Committee.
Finally, remember that Artspace copy can be
submitted to me at: artsoaceed itor@ hotmail.co. uk
Where submissions incorporate images, please
ensure that the following information is supplied: size,
title, medium, artist, date.

Jonathan Treadwell
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Dear LSA members,
You will recall the notification in the Summer issue
of 'Artspace' of the meeting between various
personnel of LSA hoping to secure studio and
exhibition space. Well, the team led by our Deputy
Chairman Gerry Smith and Andrew Christopher
have worked tirelessly in conjunction with Steve
Baylis, the director of the whole enterprise related to
the building, known as'The Old Library', Leamington
Spa, to secure both these objectives.

The LSA team are presently working very hard to
ensure that an exhibition programme can be started
from mid December. Those who have worked on the
programme will get initial exhibition preference and
those that would still like to help out please come
immediately as there is stillwork to be done. Allthe
major work has been finished, but there is some low
level finishing off to do. lf you can help Gerry and
Andrew please email Gerry on Gerald@smith.net lt
doesn't matter how much or how little you can
contribute, a couple of hours for example. All our
members' help is massively important to finishing off
the project

ln the future further work will be needed to prepare
studio space and all those who wish to secure one
will be in line to do so if they are able to help work
on this side of the project. These are the most
exciting developments for the LSA in some time.
Our final achievement will be the possibility of
securing funds to purchase the whole building and
the art gallery.
lf anyone can think up a scheme which could raise
million through fund raising, maybe via the
internet, or application to benevolent funds, or
knows of an art loving philanthropist, please let the
Chair of LSA know Gordon.fyfe@qmail.com. Our
future is wrapped up in this exciting project with
enormous possibilities not only for LSA but for all
artists in Warwickshire.

f2

Gerry
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Andrew Christopher

Exhibition of Work by Geoff Underwood
The Old Art Gallery Avenue Road Leamington Spa
This year a notable loss to the Warwickshire art
scene was Geoff Underwood. This characterises an
increasing number of blank spaces in each of our
personal imaginary group photographs of artists of
some slgnificance who have pursued their vision
and vanished.
There was a good opportunity to view a collection of
his life's work in drawing and painting, at the Old Art
Gallery in Leamington. His work is being stored
there. The tables bore a huge number of life
drawings, landscapes still life and sketches, very
much of which was of a standard not often seen
now in younger artists. He had taken in the lessons
which many of us will recall from Art School
methods of the past, and benefited from the
disciplines of continual practice at observational
work, which when well done is not at all dull
repetition, but fine art with the individual talent
showing clearly.

Underwood, Flgure, pastel on paper,

@

His larger paintings covered much of the walls in
one wing of the gallery, and included a poignant
series of self portraits from youth (as seen in the
image on the front cover)to old age, showing how
his exterior aspect slowly changed but always with
his spirit and benevolent personality recognisable.
He was a very versatile artist, and would tackle any
subject, so it is not possible to label his oeuvre, nor
should we feel a need to label him for whatever he
attempted he could make outstanding.

Josephine Howard

Geoff Underwood Jephson Gordens, pastel on paper.

@

These two images were photographed at the Old Art Gallery, from a pile of sketches and drawings,
covering all phases of his artistic production,
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Within The Domestic - |
Sarah Maurice-Smith and Alfreda McHale
The fagade of a conventional house acts as a ruse,
disorientating the viewing public once they cross its
threshold. Gregor Scheider, for example, has been
working since the mid 1990's on the reconstruction
of his family home in an art piece entitled Haus Ur.
He has knocked down walls and rebuilt rooms within
rooms, blocked off corridors, boarded up windows
and dug holes, creating a labyrinth of interiors. The
rooms contain furniture found in a local landfill site.
On each level the rooms get steadily smaller and
smaller. The false walls absorb all sounds. This
creates an intensely disorientating and
claustrophobic atmosphere.
Within the Domestic, an exhibition held in a robust
and well-appointed Victorian terrace house, in
Farley Street, had a similarly disquieting effect.
Situated on two floors, authentic furniture, fixtures
and fittings were juxtaposed with six mixed-media
art works. The domestic setting was both familiar
and estranged.

was at 5 o'clock on fo dot. 2009.
Cardboard & film slides. Within the Domesfic. @.

Sarah Maurice-Smith exploited this sense of
displacement to stunning effect in her installation
Dinner was af 5 o'clock on the dot. ln a space

deliberately gutted in preparation for a genuine
kitchen, she created an immaculately rendered
cardboard facsimile. This included: floor, walls,
ceiling, a table and chair, sink, cooker, storage units
and a flip{op bin. On one of the walls, a series of
slides and video clips showed domestic items and
objects associated with kitchen activities and rituals.
The kitchen space is converted from its traditionally
functional role to one of make-believe. Resembling
a giant doll's house, the installation likens everyday
ritualto child role play. The transition from a state of
utility to redundancy also reminded one of the latter
stages of life and a descent into Alzheimer's
disease or dementia.
Countering this work was Alfreda McHale's
installation Have the Men had Enough? (see inside
front cover)This work was situated in a blacked-out
room on the first floor. lnside it was a rectangular
table covered with a crisp white table cloth
surrounded by four chairs. A looped slide show,
projected onto the table, displayed a variety of place
settings with main courses followed by desserts.
The food's technicolour glory was redolent of
cookery pages in glossy magazines. Subtle
differences however, soon emerged: different sizes
of food portions indicated a male, female and rapidly
growing children; candles, wine and flower
arrangements suggested a meal for a celebratory
occasion. Gradually the place settings moved down
in stages from four to one. The solitary place setting
was particularly poignant as the remaining person
ate off a tray, medication to hand and apparently
sustained entirely by puddings. This art work
portrayed the need for domestic rituals to fill our
existence with a sense of security and performance,
ultimately allaying the fear of death. The carefully
prepared food was never consumed, but exquisitely
served up again and again, assuming a nightmarish
quality as it mimicked the cycle of our transitory
existence.
ln the room next to this one was an incredibly
sinister installation by Maurice-Smith entitled Eaf
Me. An empty room was partitioned by a delicate
curtain. ln the corner a plump paper bag of banana
split 6clairs sat on a low table. A taped voiceover of
a women speaking in syrupy tones urged a young
girl to enter into a sexual contract with her in
exchange for sweets: '...lie back now...Ssh...you're
very special to me...you mustn't tell
anyone...relax...just relax...this is our secret...' This
piece was allthe more shocking, because it was
situated in the back bedroom of the house. By
looking out of the window it was possible to
physically disassociate yourself from the subject
matter. But the velvet voice created a double bind,
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making you an unwilling accomplice to these very
real and unconfronted traumas.

As the family sits around the table they unwittingly
enter into the nature/nurture debate.
Maurice-Smith's installation entitled Play with Me
comprised of a filing cabinet filled with catalogued,
wooden ice-lolly sticks collected across twelve
months. A recorded voice stated where and when
particular lolly sticks had been collected. The
worthless lolly sticks portrayed the artist as
alchemist, capable of transforming rubbish into
something valuable.
This was an extremely powerful exhibition. The
stand alone pieces could be viewed in isolation or
as layered narratives with uneasy subtexts and hints
of dubious occurrences. The modes of discourse
folded one into another and seamlessly
encompassed domestic, social and political
agendas. lt is a great pity this original and thoughtprovoking exhibition has only been appreciated
locally as it thoroughly deserved national
recognition.

Sheridan Horn.

sweets & recorded voice over.

@

Both artists produced three artworks. M"Hale's
trilogy centred around questions regarding familial
ties using the metaphor of tables and chairs. ln
Shilly-Shally a clinicalscreen hid two white chairs,
their Perspex seats framing meticulously arranged
safety pins. On one seat the pins made a triangular
pattern (the triangle is the medical symbolfor the
uterus). On the other seat the safety pins mimicked
liquid (perhaps spermatozoa?) moving from the
back of the seat to the front. The use of these
materials created the tension of an impending
disaster. Belonging simultaneously to both a clinical
and a domestic context the work confused the
security of the home with the unease of the hospital.
The chairs represented people - anxious people perhaps a couple desperate for medical intervention
in order to conceive, perhaps friends or family
members nervously awaiting test results.

ln You haven't got a leg to stand on M"Hale reconfigured a dining table - the object round which
families eat, squabble and acquire modes of
behaviour. On the table was a white table cloth,
edged with her son's long, wavy hair. The abject
body as represented by the hair spoke of memories,
love and loss. The D.N.A. encoded in our body
means that we cannot change our genetic heritage.

Alfreda M"Hale. Shilly-Shally.2009. hospital screen, two chairs.
Perspex, Safety pins. @
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Subversive Spaces: Surrealism and Contemporary Art
Compton Verney
This superb exhibition of surrealism and
contemporary art at Compton Verney originated
from the Whitworth Art Gallery at the University of
Manchester. The exhibition's stated intention is to
explore the Surrealists' legacy through the work of
contemporary artists, particularly with respect to the
urban and domestic spaces in which we live.

are diminished, leaving somewhat
vague melancholic feelings of loss or
incompleteness, perhaps related to spent youth or
an adult's yearning for carefree days once enjoyed.

From a novice's point of view there is a temptation,
with work of this genre, simply to be left bewildered,
challenged by a need to find tangible meaning
behind each exhibit. However, by keeping in mind
the Surrealists' aim of uniting the conscious and
unconscious and simply letting the work evoke a
personal reaction, the experience becomes much
more rewarding.
ln the first of two sections, entitled "Wandering the
City", I learned that the Surrealists were fascinated
with wandering, unearthing hidden spaces within
their environment. Presented within this section are
examples of disorder contained within city spaces.
Several videos depict the artist literally wandering
through a number of urban environments. Of
particular interest is Calin Dan's "Sample City". A
man with an ordinary, albeit brightly coloured,
wooden door strapped to his back walks between
crowded market places and desolate urban
wastelands, most probably set in Eastern Europe.
Regularly, the observer is presented with contrasts,
the urban desolation disturbed by the unexpected
appearance of a typically grand, shining office block
whilst, in other scenes, herds of goats roam
demolition sites. The door appears constantly, a
symbol perhaps of both separation yet close
proximity of the contrasting scenes. ln fact, the artist
states elsewhere that he is interested in the
symbolic aspects of culture clashes, certainly
strongly represented here. I found a certain
resonance with Dan's work and the early 20th
century photographs on show, by Eugene Atget, of
Parisienne "chiffoniers" or rag-pickers living on the
margins of society.
Other video works include Marie-Ange Guilleminot's
"Nuit Blanche", an insomniac's journey at night
through a largely deserted city whilst dressed in a
fluorescent cloak and the quite baffling "Railings" by
Francis Alys.
From his "Scenes from the Passion", I was
particularly struck by George Shaw's "The Slide"
and "The Swing". ln "The Slide", one initially
recognizes the familiar object, recalling memories of
early childhood, of excitement spent in a local park
perhaps. But in the scene, the old fashioned
children's slide stands in a deserted and rather

George Shaw Scenes from the Passion: The Swing
2002/3 Courtesy of the Mead Gallery, University of Warwick

@

Of course, there are works by earlier artists such as
Paul Delvaux's transfixing "La Rue du Tramway".
Expressionless, naked figures wait almost
expectantly, the factory at dusk suggesting the end
of a working day. The tram approaches but, like the
street, appears deserted. Although often interpreted
as a sexual metaphor, personally I feel the painting
evokes a sense of loneliness mixed with imminent
sadness and disappointment in those waiting
figures.
ln the second section, "Psychic lnteriors", the artists
are more concerned with psychic disturbances
associated with disruption of domestic spaces.
One of the more striking themes on display was that
of hysteria, the inclusion of which may take the
casual observer by surprise. The surrealists viewed
hysteria as a classic example of the tension
between desires and repression, particularly from
the perspective of female incarceration in the home.
The consequent psychic disturbances resulting in
physical convulsions, specifically with the sufferer's
body arched between head and toe. This so called
"arch of hysteria" is prominent in works by Max
Ernst and Markus Schinwald. (see inside front
cover)
Douglas Gordon's 1995 piece "Hysterical" occupies
a whole room within this part of the exhibition. Two

large screens play out at very different speeds,
some archival medical footage from the early 20th
century of a woman in the throes of hysterical
convulsions, accompanied by two medical
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professionals. lt is suggested that the dual
screening echoes the interpretation of the time of
the connection between hysteria and split
personalities. Most apparent is that the woman is
masked, seemingly to protect her identity, and the
sudden transformation from a lucid state to one of
convulsions promotes feelings of uneasiness.
Another interesting theme is that of the "un-homely"
or the awareness of the unfamiliar in the heart of the
familiar. The misshapen tilted playpen of Robert
Gober presents us with a familiar yet unusable
object, highlighted by its situation in an otherwise
empty space. Similarly, Mona Hatoum's
"lncommunicado" blends a child's cot with an egg
slicer in a clinical steelfinish, appearing almost as
an instrument of torture. Meanwhile, Gregor
Schneider's dual video installation "Die Familie
Schneider" explores what appears to be a typically
domestic scene, moving from room to room,
punctuated by claustrophobia, darkness and
mysteriously cloaked figures.

Overall, given the wide variety of themes, formats,
early and contemporary artists, every visitor is sure
to find his or her interests aroused by this exhibition.
Admittedly, some effort may be required at times to
overcome initial incredulity or puzzlement.
Nonetheless, there is a rich collection of work which
introduces the surrealists'fascination with the interrelationship between our subconscious and the
spaces we inhabit. Those of us unfamiliar with
surrealism, are left with a new and informed
appreciation of this connection.

Paul Williams
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993 Courtesy of the artist Tate, London 2008 O
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Mo Enright : Legacy and Beyond
The Lewis Gallery, Rugby School
I read in the catalogue that a commentator thinks

that Enright's paintings'capture something
impossible to translate into words.' Well I should
hope so - is that not what painting is for?
My feeling about the 60 works displayed in this
exhibition is that they must be looked at, studied,
absorbed, in much the way Ms Enright herself
behaves when obtaining material in woodlands and
by the sea. Absorb them quietly rather than
dragging in the busy intellect. Accord the work the
respect of letting it give you something, instead of
injecting it with your own pet ideas, and you will not
regret your humility But I perhaps unwisely accepted
an invitation to write a review of the exhibition, and
so only words are going to do it.
The exhibition is very impressive, and made a
statement even before you looked intently: it said
that the artist worked hard, was fascinated by birch
trees, and was very moved by natural form.
Looking a little closer (although I have been familiar
with her trees for a number of years they do not pall)
I am able to tell you that she has a first class
understanding of the use of oil paint, employing
glazes and scumbles (almost words from the past)
with authority. Her paint does what she tells it to
instead of telling her what it has done in a hoarse
table{urning voice.
The early birch groves are astonishing in their
atmosphere; she depicts the trees almost as if she
could be one and then tell us what it is like. Still,
untroubled, without polemic. Trees doing Zen
meditation, allthe time. There really are no places
such as she paints, she is reporting back from
another level, where reality has more clarity than
here. But'here' is polluting, seeping through and
taking human behaviour with it. Then, political minds
try to overlay the images with other meanings,
laying blame, usually wrongly. The people who cut
down trees, and worse, burn rain forests, are not
merely under the spell of so-called 'Western'
capitalist motivations, they are being human.
From all parts of the planet, not only the 'West',
humans have done thoughtless and monstrous
things to our planet, for thousands of years, creating
lost civilisations, and the motivation is always inborn
greed. So how are a few political comments going to
change that? lndeed, is it the remit of painting to
change things?
Powerful work may change a person but outbursts
of wordy grief will never do anything, there is
already too much being said. And we need wood.
Paper is the least of it, beef burgers are the devils.

For a start, it is true that old trees give off immense
amounts of carbon, it is the young trees which help
to clean our atmosphere. ls your new floor solid
wood or is it a good imitation made from petro chemicals? What of master carpenters? ls it really
true that wood-burning stoves are superior to gas
central heating from an atmospheric point of view?
Does any of this have anything to do with painting?
It can be made to connect, but much better not, nor
is it helpful to mention names of former politico
philosophers with religious bees in their warped
bonnets.
lf there were no more little homilies and pleas and
explanations by paintings, in allthe galleries now it
seems, then we could just look at the paintings with
a clear mind. I look at a painting and then read a
sad note stuck on the wall (does nobody care?) and
find my experience slightly diminished with
annoyance.
I am also sorry that this painter now sees fit to put
portentous red crosses on some trees, and
irrelevant red marks here and there appearing add
nothing, except the very small slashes which may
mean the heart of the earth breaking through
tectonic plates.
The very simple'Birch Grove' and'After Nine' have
more to say to me just by their presence and the
hint of disorder in the ranks is like a Terracotta
soldier, very tired after centuries of waiting, very
disquieting indeed. And'ln the Mist'is more
powerful than'Tread Softly'.

As a writer with several eventual remainders behind
me, I can only remark that the message of books
being pulped is a very old one, (l refer to Legacy
Diptych,) and when we all have horrible Electronic
Readers, the problem might go away. I quite relish
the knowledge that some of my early written work
went for building roads in America, romantic
recycling circa 1970 so that Easy Riders might forge
ahead.
So this is a plea for painters to paint, because in Mo
we have an excellent paintel and it would be a
shame to see her go the same way as William
Morris, Glenda Jackson, Vanessa Redgrave, Clint
Eastwood, Arnold Schwarzenegger and many
others all excellent at what they can do, but lousy
politicians. Save the painter of the trees!
Her paintings of water and rocks are lovely. Dare
we say'lovely' anymore, or even 'beautiful?' I dare,
the moflusfe is a fine thing. She paints what might
well be all that is left, sooner than we think, but with
nobody to see it, all greedy humans go back to
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the churning water from which we slithered.
There is change ahead in Enright's work, and we
have some foretaste in the California Redwoods
series: without any light penetrating and dark natural
colours in one tone, which somehow are less
harmonious in paint than in the forest itself, I cannot
honestly form a good impression. But again, her gift
for conveying atmosphere is used to great effect;
One shivers, as one did as a small child at the
woods in Disney's Snow White, and now in Stephen
King's novels- he lives in woods like these, and the
sheer spookiness is no Gothic exaggeration. When
woodsmen cut down trees there may be more than

greed at work, namely a subconscious desire for
revenge on an enemy, a fear of natural growth.
Watch people pruning - they are often beyond
gleeful. The problem is not too few trees but too
many people. And even with this output of paintings,
more would not be excessive, even without the
thoughtful use of recycled wood for stretchers. I
must wait for developments, and this will be with
great interest.
As a whole exhibition it is most excellent, and was
worth visiting twice.

Josephine Howard

Mo Enright, Climb,20O6, oil on canvas, 36cm x 60cm,
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Diana (and Acteon) The Forbidden Gaze
Gompton Verney
to Diana than Actaeon that we viewers are put in the
position of the (albeit accidental) voyeur. Painters
have always used classical stories like Ovid's
transformations, The Judgement of Paris, or Zeus's
various rapes as excuses to paint female nudes in
an ostensibly dignified and educational cause. lt's
the same with Bible stories - Eve, Bathsheba,
Salome, and Biblical Susanna spied by the Elders,
legitimise traditions both of Grandes Baigneuses
and single female bathers surprised in what they
supposed was woodland privacy. The latter tradition
was represented in this exhibition by Etty's
'Musidora', derived from James Thomson's poem.

-

:\,F!-

-.x-Cranach the Elder, Venus and Cupid, c1525,oilon
Lucas
beechwood panel, 39x26cm. Compton Verney @
--

Titian's 'Diana and Actaeon' has become newly
famous since it was bought by the publics and
public bodies of two nations in order to ease the
financial inconveniences of a hugely wealthy
landowner who had inherited it. Other and related
depictions of the story of the myth were displayed
this summer at Compton Verney, to which another
more public-spirited millionaire and connoisseur
invites the public to share the gallery and the works
of art he has bought himself, as well as exhibitions
such as this one -'Fatal Attraction: Diana and
Actaeon - The Forbidden Gaze.
The exhibition, a version of the one in Dusseldorf
last year, brought together an imaginative and
eclectic collection of European canvases, prints and
other images, including an ingenious translucent
blown-up print of Titian's 'Diana and Actaeon' as a
curtain dividing two rooms. They explored generally
the myth and depictions of forbidden gazes such as
Actaeon's. And such gazes as ours, too, because
visual artists have paid so much more attention

The originality and power of Ovid's tale lies not so
much in the irony that the goddess of chastity
should become an accidentally erotic object as in
the irony that the champion hunter should be
pursued and killed by his own hounds. ln Ovid
Actaeon is a pervasive protagonist whereas Diana
is an almost incidental antagonist who features in
only about a quarter of the text of which the climax
is the horrific metamorphosis of the young hero into
dog food. Diana is almost always at the centre of
paintings, usually reinforced by her naked nymphs.
Actaeon is sometimes absent altogether or he is a
marginal intruder, barely visible. Diana, barely
visible in a more literal sense, is both more
exposed and more passive than Ovid describes her
as, despite the whole myth's inevitable suggestion
of fearful female power over men. ln Ovid, Diana's
maids gather round her in a sort of modesty scrum,
like Rugby players when one of their team has to
change torn shorts. The goddess, meanwhile, in the
words of Ted Hughes' translation, faithful to the
original in this case, 'twisted her breasts away,
showing her back' [Iales from Ovid, Faber, 1997, p.
1071. Not much erotic scope there for a Rubens,
Boucher, or Renoir if they were to be literal
illustrators. lnstead, most artists have Diana posing
coyly in full frontal view of Actaeon, and of us. lt is
no surprise that French painting of the eighteenth
and nineteenth century was well represented in the
exhibition. ln Ovid, Diana attacks Actaeon,
splashing him with transforming water. Hughes,
again faithful to Ovid's version, has 'She scooped
up a handful and dashed iUlnto his astonished
eyes'[108]', whereas in Titian, for instance, she
merely performs a sort of revealing flinch,
ineffectively manoeuvring her inadequate bath towel
like a striptease performer.
Of course, it's a subject with other, non-prurient
opportunities for an artist: the secret grotto in the
sylvan setting (though Titian substitutes a sort of
classical cloister and many other artists miss out the
shady enveloping rocks); the chance to group
Page
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figures dramatically and in expressive poses; the
chance to show off skill at painting anatomy, foliage,
moving water, or even to invent a creature halfway
through morphing from a man to a stag; the
gruesome feast of flesh.
Another challenge which the subject offers is to
represent a story in one image - a tableau or single
composition in which actors are depicted before,
during and after the act. Thus, in the surprisingly
dark and unfinished-looking Veronese at Compton
Verney, we could see, according to the useful
booklet which came with the exhibition, 'Actaeon's
transformation beginning in the foreground and in
the distance the end of the story is shown'. Thornhill
has Actaeon, apparently still in the act of discovery,
already wearing antlers.

Picasso's great series, of the artist-ogler and his
model (it's always his). An intriguing development
of the motif was Pierre Klossowski's huge pencil
drawings of the stag apparently assaulting a
complaisant'Diana'wearing nothing but a few
incongruous fashion items. But, for me, the most
powerful piece in the whole exhibition was Berlinde
de Bruyckere's standing 'figure' in resin and other
contemporary materials. ln this, a fairly naturalistic
smooth pair of human-size legs either hung from, or
supported, a truly revolting mass of fat, bone and
skin in which damaged items of the mammalian
body were discernible, and recognisable thanks to
our experience of seeing butchers' deliveries and
road-kill. Whether you saw it as metamorphosing
from chaos to form or vice versa, it was an
unforgettable image.

Andrew Stibbs
More recent and contemporary visual interpretations
of the story and the Forbidden Gaze took up over
half the exhibition space. There were some minithemes such as Susanna, veiling and unveiling as
pioneered by Cranach, demonstrating another
chance to exhibit virtuoso brushwork; rulers who
boastfully expose their unwitting naked WAGs to
visiting dignitaries, and a hint, via octogenarian
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Gabrielle Rucinski & Les Rucinski
Floor One, Rugby Art Gallery & Museum
Les' photographs were displayed in frames he
designed himself. They consisted of glass, carpetnails and hard board thus creating a coherent piece
of photo and frame. His subject matters consist of
flower still-lifes, portraits of people, monkeys and
dogs.'Ihe Chronicles of Owen','Stand-off-The
H uman Element' and'Sfand-off-The Chatsworlh
Saga'series'are all dog themed. There is a
sculptural element in these digitally manipulated
mysterious photographs. You can still recognize his
roots as a potter, a craft which he gave up some 4
years ago. Some of the dogs are marble sculptures
which he photographed at Chatsworth and later
altered. For instance by adding eyes to the originally
blank ones of the marble sculpture dogs. The
diverse layers in the pictures have significant
surface qualities and each one represents a
different channel of thought and making process.

Photograph courtesy of Les Rucinski.

@

Floor One is an intimate space. lt is a very suitable
room to exhibit objects with a kind of sensitive,
almost secretive quality. You have to get close to
the works in order to get a sense of all the intricate
details. Gabrielle and Les are an artist couple
whose works incorporate these delicate elements.
Gabrielle's craftsmanship is organic and subtle. Her
ceramic & glass works with titles like 'Big Wave',
'Shadow Play','Ripple' and'Small Stream' show her
affinity with nature. lt comes as no surprise that she
intends to pursue her Masters Degree in Glass at
Wolverhampton University. She is already highly
skilled at combining two often unpredictable kiln
materials, ceramics and glass, the results are full of
tension and life.

Ir
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There is a sense of dark humour, but this is not
something he specifically seeks to interpret. ldeas
can be found by him in many different ways. For
example, an office blotter on which around 10 years
ago he used to doodle during work time can be
scanned and become part of his database of
inspiration.
Les provides no elaborate captions for his works.
He leaves it up to the visitor to interpret the pieces
and to make up their own narratives. The flower
pictures conjure up themes like rituals in life and
death, the sinister canine works make one think
about animalistic versus human intellect debates
and the manipulation of nature. lt would be
interesting to see whether a larger than life scale of
the dog photos would have a different impact on the
viewer. Hopefully Les will be able to find funds for
these kinds of experiments in the future.

Tammy Woodrow
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The Artist's Studio
Compton Verney
lf any self-respecting artist has not yet seen this
exhibition then they need to do so immediately, if
they possibly can. At the same time if they can
afford it, they need to get the catalogue, with the
wonderful mysterious William Coldstream image on
the front. Together the two sum up the historical
narrative and aesthetic interplay that surround this
subject.

Artists know that the hub of their creative process
lies within their studios. lt is their second home, the
core of their artistic being where they think, reflect,
dream, aspire and produce. Studios indicate the sort
of artist they are and to some extent the kind of
person, The contrast between Mondrian's studio
likened to a pharmacy and Francis Bacon's visceral
slum point to extremes (see colour centre). One
learns that this neglectful approach was taken from
Giacommeti, and was continued by Kossof,
Auberach and Freud.
This exhibition reveals all about such matters and
provides the evidence in the form of paintings,
sculptures, engravings and documents, with
emphasis on the English tradition. There is even
reference to Art Language, born in Coventry Art
School, with a massive amount of documentation to
illustrate its sources and testify to its intellectual
vitality, but why no reference to our own Terry
Atkinson from Leamington Spa, a prime mover?
One traces the different kinds of studio affected by
social structures across several centuries, starting in
England with George Jamesone in the 1640s. There
are some wonderful works to be seen which tell
different stories about the lives of one's
predecessors as artists in the heartlands of their
endeavours.
Virtually the whole of Compton Verney's temporary
exhibition space is given over to this exhibition and
impressive it is. There is Peter Tillemans work of
c1716 (see colour centre) where he shows off his
world contrasted with George Morland's piece of
c1802 (see colour centre) where in a run- down
studio he is consigned to eating sausages, being
cooked by his man, Gibbs. Morland had just been
released from a debtor's prison and was to die two
years later, but he, at least, had a man servant, and
two dogs, even though in dire circumstances. This is
a lovely painting in spite of his position in which he
found himself and honestly depicted lt was ever
thus with the successful artist on the one hand and
the struggling artist on the other. So many mute
inglorious Miltons have peopled the ranks of artists
who have given their all and suffered accordingly. lt
is a telling image and a haunting one. The romantic

myth in Octave Tassaert's 'lnterior of a Studio of
1845 (see colour centre) is sustained, where the
beautiful young man seems lost and only befriended
by his cat! So both artists needed the
companionship of animals to keep them going!
The exhibition is so well organised and at the end
you are able to see films of contemporary artists,
such as Hirst, Caro, Gormley and Hockney. There
does not seem much that is soft or romantic about
them as they purposefully demonstrate their
methods and visions. We have moved into industrial
units on a vast scale. They are the masters of the
universe, branded, brilliant who can do no wrong, at
least, in high flying artistic circles, denoted by
branded dealers, collectors, auction houses and
critics.

There are though softer, more delightful episodes
which do not necessarily dominate the media.
These are artists whose integrity cannot be
questioned as they struggle within the recesses of
their psyches to find the elusive image that speaks
the truth they are given to understand. Such
paintings capture the eye such as Nevinson's Sfudio
in Montparnasse of 1926. lt seems his friend who
lent him his studio was outraged to discover a nude
being disported. This is far removed from his
searching visual explorations of the 1914-18 War
and rather comforting to see that he could move
from the harsh to the soft. There is an essay in the
catalogue which examines the whole subject of the
artist and his model. Another delightful image is Eric
Ravilious picture of Edward Bawden Working in his
Studio which is light and airy. lt has the feel of the
Rococo with light humour and clearly the artist has
confidence that he will be able to sell the
innumerable works which we see in the studio. He
too has a cat!
Now though the studio can be anywhere, it seems.
It can be your sketchbook, your study, your laptop,
your camera, inside your head. We are told it does
not have to be a particular place but the artists I
know seem to like the comfort of their second
intimate, personal'home'.
There are many facets to this exhibition and in the
final analysis it has all the characteristics of an
analytic approach to a fascinating subject. There is
no doubt this has the hallmark of the sort of
exhibitions one is beginning to expect from
Compton Verney. We are lucky to be able to
experience history of art in such a pleasurable way
on our door step. Long may it continue?
Dave Phillips
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The Brewery Arts Centre a Community of Artists
Cirencester
The concept of an environment to work, discuss and
observe artistic practice is something allthriving
creative communities strive for. The Brewery Arts in
Cirencester may well have just achieved this
delicate balance. Not only do they provide an artistic
focus for the town using their art gallery to show
their own and other artists work but also provide
opportunities for the community to become involved
in art in many ways. Most artists seek out support
and encouragement from others in their local area
and it seems idyllic to have a community of artists
working near, inspiring and promoting each other.
However this dream is very rarely achieved for
numerous reasons including lack of space and the
bureaucracy involved in setting such a project up.
The Brewery Arts centre seems to have overcome
these difficulties and have made the space a place
which a pleasure and inspiration to visit.
Visiting this Arts Centre during the summer period I
was impressed with its charm and character, the
building, located near the centre of the town, was
built in 1820 as a brewery and continued to make
beer until 1937. After a short time as the
headquarters of a sheet-metal company the
structure was then bought by a local group who
proposed to repair and convert the building into craft
workshops rather than demolish the historic
structure as the Council of the time wanted to do. ln
1984 the former barrel store was converted into
studios surrounding a theatre and the current
redesign that can be seen today was completed in
2008 so the complex includes galledes, workshops,
a shop and cafe.
The Art Centre's focus is on craft based artists and
art and uses its space to bring interesting shows,
exhibitions and workshops on these themes to the
public. The main forum for showing the work of the
artists is the gallery space. Although quite a small
space this area is flexible and has been used for
many different exhibitions. At the time of writing this
article the exhibition was'Pharmas market'and 'Cut
and Fold' exhibitions, which are based on paper and
mosaic craft pieces.
However at the time I visited Cirencester the
exhibition was'The Brewery Arts Open'which was
the first of its kind in this arts centre. Having seen
both the Leamington Spa Art Gallery and Museum's
Open and the Herbert's in Coventry earlier in the
year, I was intrigued with the comparison to the
Open in Cirencester. The first thing that struck me
was that the exhibition had a theme which neither
shows in the Midlands had. The exhibition was
given the title'Crossings'and all pieces submitted
had to adhere to that theme, although it did not

Community Workshop at The Brewery Arts Centre. Author's
photograph. @

seem a subject matter that was stuck to rigorously
and there were many different interpretations of the
title which allowed for a wide variety of pieces.
Though having a theme did allow allthe pieces to
look in harmony with each other I felt that this was
to the detriment of discovering what the individual
artists would have created had they been given free
reign.

The other unusual aspect with this Open was that in
the gallery was a folder which had all the artists
C.Vs. lt seemed unusual to have the artist's careers
on show but I believe it was to show the route the
artists had taken as well as providing background
information for the viewers. Although intriguing to
read, it seemed to add more of a commercial air to
the exhibition. However apart from these two
reservations the actual show was extremely well put
together and thought out.
The thirty eight artists that were on show had been
chosen by a panelthat included Chairman Adams,
President of The Gloucestershire Guild of Craftsmen
and collector of contemporary crafts, Dail
Behennah, internationally renowned Designer
Maker, and Saffron Wynne, critically acclaimed
curator at The Devon Guild of Craftsmen. There was
obviously a focus on the craft based pieces rather
than more traditional painted pieces as the Arts
Centre have a predominantly craft based practice.
This added an extra dimension to the show as the
different materials and styles used created an
interesting and thought provoking exhibition. My
favourite piece on display was entitled 'Peelings' by
Mary-Anne Morrison. This piece was hung from the
Page 15
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Elle Davies, Silent, Dark and Deep,2009, C-type light iet print, 140x68cm (approx).

ceiling in a prominent part of the gallery so the
viewer focused on it when they walked through the
door. lt was created with what looked like slim rope
or thick thread twisted into 'peelings' the shape was
exactly as if a potato had been peeled. The artwork
was colourful and fun and caught the attention of all
who walked by.
However Mary-Anne Morrison was not the winner of
the prizes. Both the judges award and the people's
choice award was won by the same artists for the
same piece of work showing that at least for this
particular show critics and their public were in total
agreement, an unusual idea normally in the art
world! The winner was Elle Davies who won with her
two C{ype light jet prints from her Silent, Dark and
Deep series. These photographs were intriguing,
depicting woodlands that have been photographed
throughout time and then merged into one. This
means that gazing at the piece feels strangely
unsettled as it is hard to pinpoint what exactly is
wrong with the scene. The piece has a dark
shadowy background with the trees seeming sinister
whereas the foreground is brightly lit as if under a
spotlight making it appear unnatural and a harsh
environment. Elle created these images by moving
a camera and tripod along a linear trajectory to
create a series of different images of the same
scene, she explains that by doing this and then
blending the images she is not creating the actual
image of the woodland but rather a forest from
imagination that looks real. The thought process
behind this piece of art and the physical picture
shows an intelligent look at photography as well as
fitting neatly into the Brewery theme of 'Crossings'
and this is why I believe she won both awards, and
deservedly so.
Not only is the Brewery Arts a centre for the visual
display of work but I was intrigued to find out it is
also the working home to resident artists who use
the craft studios to create their work, teach
workshops and generally keep the art and crafts
tradition alive. The Brewery Arts have the most
resident artists in one place in all of the South West
as the website happily boasts. Obviously the
concentration of such talented artists is one of the
reasons why this arts centre is thriving, the resident
artists specialise in different forms of craft including
glass-staining, the restoration of fine china, handmade furniture and textile designers. The large

@

range of talents here is outstanding and show that
functional objects can still be beautifully created.
The art centre is an important tool for the artists as it
boasts a craft shop that the artists can use to sell
and in the same process advertise their work
alongside outside artists.

The craft shop is at the forefront of the building and
is beautifully laid out with an almost art gallery like
feel to it.. The numerous interests of the resident
artists as well as other artists are well represented.
From hand painted glass jewellery that would rival
the glass makers of Venice to clocks made of
driftwood, this shop was a veritable treasure trove of
affordable art work.
The other aspect of the Brewery Arts centre which is
fundamental to its running is one of community. The
drive to teach and interest people of all shapes,
sizes and ages in art is felt through the building; all
staff whether retail or artistic seemed excited and
knowledgeable about the art on display and the
artistic practices used to create such pieces. When
chatting to a volunteer I found that there were many
ambitious projects under way including delivering
workshops to many primary school children, going
into residential homes to do crafts with older
members of the community and also trying to focus
on a more sculptural programme with some of the
regions schools. Obviously art in the community is a
positive aspect in all areas and the brewery arts
centre is a good focus for the surrounding
neighbourhood. The resident artists all run
workshops on their specialist subject of the crafts
and allow other people to become highly proficient
in these otherwise lesser taught arts.
From what I saw of the Brewery Arts centre as a
visitor it seems an idealistic artistic community which
provides support for the artists in the area. Allowing
a positive focus where artists can meet each other,
sell their work and exhibit. lt also reaches out into
the surrounding society promoting a variety of arts
and promoting locals to take up arts and crafts when
previously they would not have done so. However I
am sure that behind the scenes of this positively laid
back hub of artistic talent there are many people
who work and volunteer much of their time just to
keep this community going every day as if it was
easy to run such a place every town in Britain would
have one!
Claire Blantern
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Land of Lost Gontent Museum
Shropshire's Time Capsule
records and disliked school items from not so long
ago.

This collection represents British culture in a good
way - it shows without sentiment or politics that
which is quintessentially British.

Tammy Woodrow

From the Land of Lost Content Museum, 2009, O

What hits you first is the smell of bygone era. The
distinct musty smell is from old things that'official'
museums have so professionally phased out with
their artificially controlled environments. Stella,
founder and obsessive collector of amongst other
things, popular objects that many people have
happily discarded with their rubbish, greets you
personally when you buy your ticket. There is a local
connection - she attended an art course at
Warwickshire School of Arts before obtaining her
Fine Art Degree in Birmingham. The almost
anarchist approach to displaying objects from 'her'
National Museum of British Popular Culture is
unique. Just as eccentric and flamboyant as Stella
herself.
The Museum is also known as The Land of Lost
Content, a fitting name for a safe house of rejected
belongings and utensils, many of them gathered
from car boot sales, charity shops and skips. You
need to wind your way through the museum by
following the paper plates which function as sign
posts and captions. The collection is playfully and
chronologically presented. Overhead costs are kept
to a minimum by Stella and her husband David.
They receive no funding; thus providing them with
totalfreedom, there are no acquisition or
conservation policies, there is no box ticking.

From the Land of Lost Confent museum,

It was so worth the one and a half hours car journey

across Shropshire's countryside. You can touch,
smell, almost taste the past. Past stories of your
parents and grandparents begin to make sense.
You also discover that you yourself are part of living
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Birdsong
St. Gregory's Hal I Stratford-u pon-Avon
Andrew's Midnight Garden paintings depict birds
sitting serenely in trees against the backdrop of starry.
moonlit skies. There is simplicity in the use of colour
but this does not detract from the overall effect, rather
allows you to focus on the various images without
distraction. As one looks beyond the white veil in Misf.
pools of multi coloured paint bleed through the
canvas, drawing the viewer into a painting that has an
almost ethereal quality about it.

Having viewed a selection of Andrew Christopher's
work as part of his Homecomlng series at the Untitled
Arts Fair in London 2008, I was interested to view his
new collection of paintings. ln his recent exhibition
'Birdsong'at St Gregory's Hall, Stratford upon Avon,
Andrew Christopher explores the simplicity in the
everyday beauty of the English countryside, namely
the Warwickshire countryside.
Alongside thirteen paintings being displayed, the hall
was transformed into a mini installation of shrubbery,
bird nests and feeders. This accompanied by the
sound of birdsong gave the viewer the feeling that
they had entered a private garden. The exhibition was
an invitation to witness and experience a moment of
tranquillity, taking in those aspects of nature that
provide so much pleasure yet are so often taken for
granted. lt was an opportunity to connect with beauty
that perhaps we register daily but then so easily forget
in our ever increasingly busy lives.

The series of paintings form part of a narrative and
the accessibility and easily identifiable subject matter
gives Andrew's work immediate appeal, His next
exhibition entitled 'Days like these' will be running
from thel3th February to 13th March 2010 at
Wolverhampton art gallery.
Emily Terry
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Andrew Christopher, Midnight Garden series of paintings. St. Gregory's Hall, 4/09/2009.Photograph by E Terry@
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The Best of 2009
The School of Arts, Warwickshire Gollege
ln recent years we have had the good fortune to have
the LSA Summer Show hosted by Warwickshire
College's School of Arts. This year a new chapter in
our relations with the Schoolwas opened when lan
Coates came up with the proposal that we combine
forces. Thus it was that LSA presented its summer
offerings in rooms adjacent to the students and in
partnership with the School. This year's annual
School show, The Best of 2009, was an opportunity
for outsiders to see students demonstrating the fruits
of a year's creative labour. lt was also an opportunity
for the two groups, each with its distinctive mix of
artists, friends, colleagues, teachers and relatives, to
celebrate their shared interest in the visual arts with a
combined grand opening. That the ceremony and
private view was, by common consent, a great
evening was in so smallway due to Andrew Davies,
the celebrated film and script writer, who generously
agreed to open the two exhibitions. Andrew has
shown a keen interest in LSA, and many will know
that his wife Diana is one of our more accomplished
members. He himself has taken life classes with Neil
Moore at the College. So, both the College and LSA
were thrilled that he could come and 'do the honours'.
His address, struck absolutely the right note, with
humour, knowledge and perceptive comment. lt
augured well, for both exhibitions were well attended,
and in the case of LSA, healthy sales were achieved
against the grain of the credit crunch.

four categories: so Rosy Davies-Colley was the award
winner in Art; Rebecca Bradley in Design; Tawny
Bartlett in Media; and Sam Richards in
Music. Congratulations are in order to those students
and, in fact, to all those who exhibited for the quality
of their work was indeed very high.
I have intimated that we can sometimes overdraw the
distinction between different stages in the life-cycle of
the artist. And for me, one of the lessons of the
combined show was that good students, however
young or old, demonstrate maturity. Let us take an
example in the work of Jean Pritchard, not a prize
winner, whose ceramic sculpture was to be found in
both shows. As a sculptor she feels the need to
ensure her techniques are of the highest order and
thus her pursuit of technical excellence must surely
have led her to enrol as an art student.

It would be wrong and perhaps politically incorrect
to make a distinction between youth and maturity,
although there is some truth in the idea that an artist
develops. But the world is more complicated than that
dichotomy suggests because students, by their very
situation, can afford to be more experimental and are
properly encouraged to be so. The virtue of
experiment could be seen with work across a
number of disciplines, which
included, Graphic Design, Fine Art, Glass, Jewellery,
Upholstery, Soft Design, 3D Design, Furniture,
Ceramics, Costume, Music, Photography, Creative
Embroidery, the Media in its various forms. I list these
disciplines, in order to illustrate the considerable
range and scope of enterprise that is to be found in
the work of the School of Arts.
It would be fatuous to make comparisons between the
two shows, for each exhibition had its own integrity
and each complimented the other so well. The new
College initiative was to make awards to individual
students, and how difficult it is, we all know, to make
such choices for achievement and progress in each of

Evelyn Cox, Bicycle,2009, wool & bike, life size.
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Yet as a mature artist she is responsible enough to
know that the artistic community needs her support,
which also gives her the opportunity of an outlet to
exhibit her work. Her work at the School was
intriguing with a stylised trio of moor-hens with a
Mexican or South American flavour. They were
distinctive and the piece in the LSA show called
Gossrp was too, but different, with a touch of English
'Kitchen Sink'feel about it. The bulky figures could
almost be heard to talk, so wellwas the positioning of
the bodies and their inter-relatedness, and the
subdued colouring struck the right mood, for its subtle
narrative.
So the student profile like most colleges of art ranges
from those straight from school to mature
personages. All, though, are clearly encouraged by
what must be an excellent set of tutors to adopt a
creative and bold stance. Evelyn Cox's Bicycle is a
case in point. lt is wrapped in light-grey string, which
changes it from a functional artefact into an authentic
aesthetic one, having the character of mummification.
It is eye catching and arresting, the embodiment of a
creative imagination. Clair Walton's wiry construction
has echoes of a gigantic lobster pot and a boat
turning into the form of flowers. They are like
drawings in space and are very effective.

Clair Walton, lJntitled,2009, steel wire, height 200cm.

The furniture pieces demonstrated that skill and craft
are still pertinent with Garry Rawnsley's minimalist
shelf and drawer and Mol Nally's marvellous inlaid
box. Ihe Eesf of 2009 nol only showed the fruitful
interaction between disciplines but demonstrated that
craft and originality are natural allies in the creative
process.

As I mentioned earlier The Best of 2009 is a complex
student exhibition of work selected for presentation by
a team of tutors in various subjects. For example, you
have work which you may simply glance at but which
really demands greater attention. Take for example,
Joan Mackay's hand embroidery piece which was
inspired by Klimt's lhe Krss. There is a great dealto it
and it rewards study, for it contains handmade felt,
silk paper, small tap washers painted with nail varnish
built up in layers. She has used the sashiko technique
which consists of hand stitched concentric circles,
which are built up gradually and embellished by
beads and transfoil to achieve spectacular effects. All
this work takes up to 350 hours of application and
simply by dint of effort demands respect, time and
scrutiny to extract the full response on the viewer's
part. This piece is symptomatic of the skill and
knowledge of materials and know-how which
characterises virtually all the work presented, whether
it be Gail Clements patchwork and beaded bodice or
Zoe Petrie's use of rakes or John Hough's enormous
pots or Pauline Petros' bulbous based open top
vessels or Lorraine Lewis's bark like ceramic
simulation recalling Max Ernst's Forest or Wendy
Campbell-Briggs lightly, unglazed built backbone, fish
skeleton structures. All these things and so much
more were to be seen at the 'Best of 2009'.
Dave Phillips
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A Goherent Optimist
A Painter's Response to the Work of George Taylor
Ceftain experiences seem not to
Want to go into language maybe.
These lines from WS Graham's'What is the
Language usrng us for'seem to touch on the
questioning nature of creativity and may also
provide a glimpse into the painter's own search for
creative method and meaning.
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George Taylor, The Airs buoyancy and the Sun's Ray, mixed media,

'l say this silence or, better construct fhis space
So somehow something may move across'
WS Graham
Lines from WS Graham's poem 'The Constructed
Space'provide an introduction to the experience of
seeing, possibly for the first time, the paintings of
George Taylor who, through his language of
abstraction, constructs a visual world of imagined
spaces and specific places, much as the poet
explores the nature of language to construct
selective expressions of complex experience, which
result in work'itseF by circumstances and, left as an
object, to be encountered by somebody else.
George Taylor's long development as an artist has come
from a consistent belief in painting his own search
for a visual language, which through his integrity and
commitment towards abstraction has resulted in a body
of work which may be considered as equivalent, not
necessarily for a specific physical landscape-feature, so
much as an allusion to an unseen, but intensely felt
force-of-nature at a particular time and place.
ln a letter to another poet, Robin Skelton, WS
Graham said that 'Silence has no vocation to speak
of'. Paradoxically it was Kandinsky who, at the very
beginnings of the development of 20th C abstract art
implied the potential for colours as a visual
equivalent for music, an area which was also to be
explored by Miro and Paul Klee.

There is for George an optimistic belief in the nature
of creativity experienced through the dynamics of
risk{aking in visualterms. He explores the potential
within the paradoxical nature of a space between
certainty and doubt. lt is the very nature of this
dynamic that continues to inform his art and provide
the fundamental principles underlying his purpose
as an artist.

It was WS Graham's deep awareness of and
friendship with many 20th century artists, particularly
during his years living and working in Cornwall,
which influenced his work. lt is a place which has
also been a rich source of inspiration for George as
it has been for many contemporary artists as a
place.of vibrant exploration within the development
of 20'n century abstract art.

The development of George's abstract painting has
also been constantly grounded in his own journeys
to many landscapes, which have continued to
provide the source materialfor his own search for
an abstract construct as an equivalent for visual
experience within landscape.
It was the work of the American Expressionist
painter Willem de Kooning who referred to the
elusive nature of perception when he wrote 'Content
is a glimpse, if everything is changing, never fixed
then ones perception must inevitably be incomplete
and always in flux'. For de Kooning and by
extension a quality to be experienced in the
paintings of George Taylor even glimpses slip away
before they can be pinned down. lt is perhaps
indicative of his approach that the elusive nature of
perception is explored through time within a long
process of constant re-working of, and thinking
about, the complex, vibrant spaces and places of
his work. He constructs, through abstraction,
paintings which have their sources located as much
in the interior landscape of thought and emotion as
in the perception of and feelings for the external
world. His paintings are as much 'rnscapes'
becoming by extension, landscapes of the mind as
much as landscapes of specific place.
It was the landscape of Cornwall with its rich
tradition that inspired such artists as Peter Lanyon,
Roger Hilton and Terry Frost. Frost was an artist
that George met and knew well and who
encouraged him for many years. lt was Lanyon who
explored landscape space within his work, which
was powerfully informed by his experiences walking
over and gliding above Cornwall. There is often in
George's paintings an aerial quality as he absorbs
multiple and complex perceptions within the
structure and surfaces of his imagery. These works
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present the viewer with 'terrains'of imagination over
which the eye can travel and experience a visual
and evocative journey into the 'spirit of place'. lt is
within this quality of aerial and atmospheric
sensation, which has deeply influenced much
English paintings through its pre- occupation with
light and atmosphere and seen in so many artists
including John Sell Cotman and Paul Nash, who
also incorporated a tendency towards abstraction in
their work. Both artists are within George Taylor's
wide ranging awareness of an historical tradition.
Within the 20th century range of influence most
evident in his work is his strident and highly emotive
use of pure colour and his awareness of such artists
as Matisse, Kandinsky and De Stael is very apparent.
Kandinsky often referred to hidden qualities behind
the exterior of things, which became more and more
apparent as inner knowledge removes the obstacles
of the material world. lt is within the history of
abstract painting that reference can be made to the
long and ongoing process of removing obstacles in
being able to see abstraction as a direct means of
expressing what Kandinsky described as, 'fhaf
which was made through principles of inner
necessity'.
George Taylor extends the tradition of pure painting
from his own conviction, belief and affinity with the
inner mood expressed in the work of past artists and
the potentialfor an emotional response from the
contemporary viewer. lt is within the relationship
between the immaterial nature of the artist's sensed
emotional and the material quality of the constructed
image that his paintings extend a contemporary
visual language offering the viewer an experience of
intense expression. lf it is thought which has
informed the process of making it is feeling and
emotion that have provided the content and
meaning of paintings, which share an affinity with
Pollock's dictum of ,'work in progress which remains
in progress'.
George takes each work towards a resolution
expressed within the terms of his own developing
conception ot' optimum coherence'.

The experience of viewing these paintings provides
those hints and glimpses of space experienced in
the naturalworld evolved through mark and gesture
into evocations of landscape experiences, which
have been absorbed, selected and filtered through
the artists sensibility and memory within the
constant process of working and re-working,
resulting in images, which in are essence,
landscapes of the mind, spaces of invention and
places of imagination.
Titles provide not only a means of identification for
the artist but also references to the origins of the
perception of an image within a landscape
experience. The paintings move beyond the
confines of descriptive, natural appearances by a

George Taylor, Beneath the Dark Mountain, mixed media,
100x81cm, @

process of almost alchemical transformation,
through thought made visible resulting in works of
pure expression by an artist deeply committed to
painting and a belief in the essential nature of the
creative act.
Drawing has always remained fundamentalto
George since his early days as a student. His
thorough grounding in the traditions of good
draughtsmanship has remained the framework and
discipline upon which he has developed his work.
The linear integrity within which he organises the
structures of his compositions is strongly evident.
This interest in the importance of line in his method
is seen in his deep admiration for such artists as de
Kooning, Tapies and William Scott. His approach
shares an affinity with de Kooning's description of
his method as improvisation when he says, my
purpose ls fo get as much unknown on the canvas
as I can. Then I start digesting and changing. The
first thing is fo get a great many unfamiliar things on
the surface', The unfamiliar forms that he
developed were insistently curving, suggestive
without describing natural phenomena. lt is this
characteristic heaving rhythm in de Kooning's
paintings that can easily evoke the sea, rushing
waters or sweeps and spaces of undulating
landscape while also remaining abstract. Like de
Kooning, George works with the principle of
improvisation, exploring within the process in order
to discover the nature of the image, finding meaning
within each painting which is more than merely the
sum of its articulated elements.
ln this approach he comes closest to the poet in his
use of fragments and moments of form, which
allude to, and contain hints of unspecified places
and events within his abstract language.
According to the Chinese poet Chang Tzu, in his
conception of inward vision'there is a generalised
perception that comes into play only when the
distinction between'inside' and bufslde', between
this'and that'has been entirely obliterated and it is
valid to speak of George Taylor's commitment to
painting and his integrity of attitude at the same time
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as speaking about such artists as Mark Tobey and
Jackson Pollock in his depth of expressions as
something, 'felt' as much as 'seen'and his
consistent exploration from 'mslde'his own
experience of space as'everywhere' and
'anywhere'.
His work is a response in visual terms to colour,
light, structure and rhythm locating the place of his
art within the perpetual movement of existence. lt
was, indeed, Pollock, who on being asked of the
relationship of nature to his work famously replied,
'l am Nature'.
George Taylor's wide interest in 20th century art is
evident in an unequivocal tendency in his work
towards an abstract and romantic lyricism
expressed beyond the limits of perceived Nature
and underpinned by his discipline within traditional
draughtsmanship.
ln an introduction to the prose and poems of Gerard
Manley Hopkins titled 'On Draughtsmanship' Helen
Gardener wrote, 'He was an excellent draughtsman
and his later skill, as a poet in communicating
through words, fhe essence and individuality of
visualforms in Nature was paftly fostered by his
early training with a pencil'lt was Hopkins first
intention to be a painter.

Lines from another poem by WS Graham titled,
'Hilton Abstract', which articulates an abstract
language may be given here as allusive to the
creative process and communication:
'This can go and that can go
And leaves us with the quick and slow
And quick and slow are nothing much
We either touch or do not touch'
For George Taylor the very process itself in making
art has always been a matter of strong
independence of spirit and of necessity a matter of
risk - taking, trusting, that the viewer's emotional
response will find empathy with his vital and
dynamic approach.
It was Roger Hilton, who, although an abstract artist
did not believe in abstraction for its own sake,
saying: 'Abstractionin lfse/f is nothing. lt is only
step towards a new sort of figuration, thatis, one
which is more frue', hinting at something other than
pure abstraction and the implication of experience
from a perceived world 'out there'. The paintings of
George Taylor are passionate works, explored
within a constructed space, deep within the human
spirit and a belief in its potential to reach a
fundamental source, a source which is, and will
remain his reason for painting, in his desire for
'something to move across', which is, in essence, a
true mystery.

Bob Edgson

-'rTtr

George Taylor, Ancient Sands ot Egypt, mixed media, 100x81cm.
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LSA Summer Show

The School of Arts Warwickshire College
along with some of the names of those with blood
on their hands (Lehmann Brothers, RBS,
Kaupthing). This is the vocabulary of the moment;
the language of the newsreaders and commentators
but, stitched together, it shows how words serve to
obscure meaning rather than elucidate it. This is
language that enables us to talk knowingly without
sharing meaning; we use these words but most of
us don't entirely know what they mean. Crunch talk
is not straight talk.
On the way to the third exhibition space (down the
corridor, round the corner) is a blown up picture of a
lollipop stick by Sarah Maurice-SmiIh, Strawberry
Fab. Half-stained where there was once strawberry
ice, this is a statement that is big and in your face; it
says the party is over, we all had lollies and now
they are gone. A simple idea; blow something
ordinary up big, put it in an art gallery and then let
the viewer pause to think about it. What was
interesting was the context that our troubled times
gave the piece - and the fact that, miserably, they
can't be bothered to put jokes on lolly sticks
anymore.

Beatrice Hoffmann, Bursting Out,2008, bronze resin,

@

This year's Summer Show took place between 1Oth
and 24tn July at the Warwickshire College. The
exhibition was spread across three rooms, a
decision that was driven by circumstance rather
than design because the college wanted to combine
it with their students' end of year show. This swelled
the numbers who saw the art and that is, after all,
the point of the show. Whether the fragmented
structure was better or worse than having
everything in one place is a difficult question - I like
to think that, like a Mars Bar cut into pieces, it was
inexplicably better than consuming everything in
one go.
ln a recent issue of Artspace, the Chairman
wondered what the credit crunch would do for the
business of art. One of the things that was
interesting at the exhibition was seeing how our
troubled times can affect what the artists are doing
and the way we view the pieces.
Most obviously, Crunch Talkby Sally Carpenter
(see centre colour), consisted of 36 pieces of fabric
with the vocabulary of the credit crunch printed on
them ('Credit Default Swaps', 'Black Swans'and my favourite idiom of the age - 'Dead Cat Bounce')

For me, Terry Webster's work is always delightful
and often hilarious but rarely does it contain
narrative. However, his submission to the summer
show was perhaps the best comment on the current
mess we find ourselves in. Punch on Rhino & Two
Clowns (see centre colour) had Mr Punch sat
astride a rhino and was being pushed fonruard by
one clown and held back by the other. The rhino,
like the economy, seems to be going nowhere
despite all their efforts - Mr Punch wants to take
charge but he is really just along for the ride. But
the clowns keep on pulling and pushing and when
the rhino finally decides to go forward, Mr Punch will
no doubt claim the credit for it. But it likely to stay
stubbornly where it is for a while yet.
Pixie Warburton's response in these times is to work
without colour. Her two works Eternity and Beyond
explore meaning with the minimum of colour Eternity is a striking large canvas where white and
grey blasts out from the dark. This is the beginning
of shape forming violently out of the darkness.
Beyond (see centre colour) takes economy of colour
to a different level and it is texture alone that allows
the viewer to distinguish shape because it lacks
both obvious subject and meaning - it becomes the
job of our subconscious to extract meaning from
shape and colour. This works is particularly
interesting because it reminds us about the impact
of the brush strokes which is so often lost when we
focus on the subject of representational art. After
stripping away so much of the colour palette, it is
Page24

Photographs by Katharine Barker of the Summer Show at Wanivickshire School of Arts@
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Sheila Milward,lTell You The Truth 2008, mixedmedia,154x98cm

Carpenter, Crunch Talk,2009 textiles, 30x46cm.@

Nancy Upshall, Jasper,2008, oil on canvas, 38x48cm. O

r

xie Warburton Beyond,2008 oil on canvas, 54 5x54 5cm

@
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@

Peter Tillemans (1684- 1734) Ihe Artisf 's Sfudio c.
canvas.@Norwich Castle Museum and Art Gallery

Octave Tassaert (1800

-

(1763 1804\, The Aftist in hls Studio and his Man
Glbbs, c. 1802, oil on wood @Nottingham City Museums and
Galleries

-

1874),

lnteior

Perry Ogden, 7 Reece Mews Francis Bacon's Studlo Photograph,
Dublin City Gallery, The Hugh Lane, OThe Estate of Francis Bacon

lllustrations'The Artist's Studio' Exhibition. ComDton Vernev.

Amanda Cox, Untitled,2009, found objects.

@

Kate Plackett, Untitled,2009, Bottles and liquids, life size.@

lllustrations 'Best of 2009' Exhibition. Wanrickshire School of Arts
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Booth, Home Maid,2009, oil on canvas, 180 x 121cm.@
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John Maxwell-Steele, Just Before, 2009, Mixed Media, 30x30cm.@

Beatrice Hoffman, Nufturing,2009 bronze resin.

@

Neil Moore, Kirstie,2008, charcoal and coloured pencil on paper,

Andrew Christopher, Glorious 2009, oil on canvas. 58.5x79.5cm O

Kathy Webster, Ginger Jar,2007, acrylic on canvas, 27x27cm.

@

Phil Corbett, "What the

.

", 2008, digital print, 45x45cm O

Photographs by Katharine Barker of the Summer Show at Wanvickshire School of Arts@

astonishing that she can create such good effect
,vith brushstrokes alone.

\owhere in the exhibition is colour used in a more
striking way than in Sheila Milward's painting / Iel/
You The Truth (see centre colour). The image is
:rree black strokes across a striking blood red
cackground and, here, colour is used symbolically
'ather than expressively. The title refers to Christ's
'eply to the criminals who are dying alongside him
at the crucifixion ("1 tell you the truth, today you will
:e with me in Paradise" (Luke 23:43). Powerfully,
Sheila has sandwiched the meaning of the painting
somewhere between the image and the title and left
-s to think about it; the black bars dissolving against
a bloody background as the criminals' sins might
^ave been cleansed at their crucifixion. The
:cntemporary viewer gives this piece a different
-eaning if he thinks of the prisoners at
3uantanamo Bay and the blood changes from a
: eansing force to something more sinister. This
.!as a very powerful piece if you take the time to
:^rnk about your reaction to it. Personally, I secretly
=Jmire artists who are prepared to deliver religious
-eaning to an increasingly cynical and secular
:rdience - but please don't tell them that or it may
=rcourage people to paint more crucifixions.

-

different rooms, it was interesting to contrast the
crks of two artists who share a vivid use of colour
: Jt use it in very different ways. Jan Rawnsley's
:nusemenfs is looking outward; recalling scenes
-cm her childhood in Whitby using thick paint and
:.cld colours to paint the funfair viewed from across
-e bay. The colours delight the viewer; they show
-s how things are - but also how things feel. She
-as taken out the muddy browns from the colour
:alette to make the funfair more vivid and the result
s a scene that expresses the painters delight in her
---bject. Her picture is a visual anti-depressant; past
:elights are viewed with pleasure and this is applied
- the paint.
,,,

H-

-1.]ri -s e Mendelson (left)

Soonoo Choksy (right)

On the other hand, Susie Mendelson ln Limbo l,
(see above) is looking inward. Her view is darker,
more introspective and I can't help thinking that in
this picture she means to scare you rather than
delight you. The figures in the painting are female
grotesques, distorted and stretching up the canvas
- you feel that the figures mean to escape but they
are imprisoned by the edges of the picture. Here,
colour communicates anxiety and pain - and the
pain is woman's pain; red and uterine. I am reluctant
to try and impose meaning on such a personal and
seemingly female statement - suffice to say, the
picture made me want to ring up my mum and make
sure she was okay. Susie's use of colour, her
understanding of composition and her ability to spill
her heart without attempting to create obvious
meaning make her one of the most interesting
artists at the show.
The outstanding Beatrice Hoffman contributed one
from her series of multiple head shapes to the show
Nurturing, bronze resin)(see colour centre pages).
This work shows two faces locked together in the
most intimate way but their gaze is strangely distant.
The strength of the work is in the tension that exists
between the two heads which are bound together.
The mother figure angles her cheek to her child in a
responsive manner but faces away with her eyes
fixed to the horizon. At the same time, the child
flgure nuzzles the mother, but its kiss is a pout that
tell us that the child knows the time for nurturing is
over. The nurturer and nurtured are also the rejecter
and the rejected - to encapsulate this using such
economy of detail is an amazing feat. lt is this which
what makes the figures truly modern. I love you,
says the big head, but it's time you moved out - me
and your dad have got things we want to do.
Katherine Barker's lmage 2009lsee back coverl is
one of a number of works that needs commending
because it represents a simple idea that is
beautifully conceived and executed. This proved to
be the most popular work at the exhibition with its
playful manipulation of the viewer. The work, rope
weaving in and out of a canvas, encouraged the
viewer to follow its progress but confounded us with
shadows and creases that were painted on to
disrupt the flatness of the canvas and blurred the
distinction between the real and the painted. The
simplicity of the idea belies the artistry of the
execution. Another simple idea, Victoria Fletcher's
Room for More was a painting of stacked crockery
which succeeded in every regard and proved very
popular. There is something wonderfully decadent
about applying one's talent so earnestly to represenl
something so unremarkable.

Andrew Christopher's G/orious (see centre colour)
proved very popular and was a view of sunlight
through gorse bushes which beautifully
encapsulated the surprising moment when we find
ourselves in English countryside and the sun is
shining . This painting is not about the bushes
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hairy chest in a Gallic way; it is not the sort of image
you coo over but respond as if one is seeing
masculinity laid bare welloutside the bourgeois
drawing-room. lts power comes from its effrontery
as all our desire for an easy life is swept away by
the challenge confronting us with steaming virility.
It would be wrong to review the show without
mentioning the entry by the estate of the late Geoff
Underwood. Polperro Harbourwas a beautifully
crafted scene which combines a childlike quality
with a profound understanding of composition. The
lines and colours were bold and simple but the
essence of the boats was captured and
communicated with great accomplishment. These
are boats like Alfred Wallace painted boats but they
are rounder and fuller; the picture shows great
command of depth and perspective while still
holding on to its naive quality. I found this picture
the most satisfying of his work that I have seen to
date and hope that the coming months offer an
opportunity to see more. Leamington lost a talent.

'

f

-/'iii

Jane Williams (top). Jonathan Treadwell. Bren Boardman-lamp.

I think that the show was a great success - I have
covered here only a little of what impressed me on
the days I visited and I can only apologize to those
artists that I admired and yet ran out of time and wit
to write about. I would strongly recommend that
reader's use the web links below to see the pictures
they missed and others besides.
Patricia Preece

or the sky or the grass, it is about the light.
Christopher is not reaching for a deeper truth - he is
seeking to capture the moment and he succeeds
impressively.

Voted one of the most popular pieces in the show
was Neil Moore's Kirstie (see centre colour) which
contrasted with his other work Lrkeness. The former
was a drawing that is as beautiful as its subject; a
female nude created with deft strokes in charcoal
and warmed with the use of coloured pencil. lt was
beautiful because it was simple and because
everything on the paper was right.

lf Kirstie shows us that Moore is a fantastic
craftsman, Likeness shows us that he is an
impressive artist who has something to say - it is
just difficult to know what he is saying. lt seems that
Moore's art is not about offering meaning - it is
about the search for meaning. ln this picture, the
young woman gazes into a mirror but it is a watery
reflection that looks back at her and it transforms
her face into a monstrous one. The warmth of the
charcoal and pencil is replaced by the cool palette
of his oil painting which seems more otherworldly
than real woddly - this is a symbolic world viewed
through a mosquito net. Moore's work always
resonates but it doesn't deliver meaning. He is
unravelling the truth and he finished searching for it.
Le Grand Duc by Dominica Vaughn (see below)
offers a contrast with a tattooed figure bearing his

Dominica Vaughn, Le Grand Duc,2O09, oil on canvas,
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"From Now on Your Star of Destiny will Shine Brighter"
The Amazing Chang Exhibition
dummies' head, and many other small and once
thought of as insignificant objects, until now.
On hearing about a biography that had been
published by a local author on the magic of
Whittington-Wickes I contacted the magic circle to
see if they could put me in touch with the author.
While many of the gifts given to my granddad had
been long gone, their significance sadly unrealised,
I still had in my possession a few unusual items that
I was aware had belonged to him. Objects I knew
would be of great interest to his biographer Sandra
Evans. Once I met Sandie and discovered all the
time and hard work she had put into the biography I
knew then that this story with the accompanying
objects would make a
visually stunning and hugely inspiring exhibition for
adults and children alike. And so our task

began......

Samuel L Whittington-Wickes. The Amazing Chang, in his
Chinese stage costume, with his Magic Circle medals.@

As we are all aware not all our artwork is inspired by
conventional art historical sources, artists look to
every corner of the world's diverse sphere for a
glimmer of something to spark their interest. My
own art has always been inspired by unusual boxes,
old texts and curious objects and it was not until I
met biographer Sandra Evans from Leamington Spa
in the summer of 2008 that I began to wonder why.
As a child growing up my sister and I would spend
most Saturdays with my grandparents in Strettonon-Dunsmore, My Granddad, retired at the time, did
odd jobs for friends and local people, tending
gardens, cutting hair, house maintenance you name
it, he did it. One particular local resident who my
granddad helped out was an elderly lady called Mrs
Whittington-Wickes, who resided in a large property
on the outskirts of the village of Wolston called
Wolston Grange. lf we were lucky, on the
occasional Saturday we would go along with my
granddad to see this amazing house and explore its
rather exciting grounds. As a child I was told that
this quite matriarchal woman was the wife of a late
magician, and that all his tricks, props and
paraphernalia relating to his acts were all at one
time kept in the stable block opposite the house.
I remember peering in through cracks in the doors
and windows of the stable block to see if I could
identify anything magical in there. Mrs WhittingtonWickes would often send my grandfather home with
gifts we now believe once belonged to her magician
husband, including Chinese figurines, a ventriloquist

The curators at the Leamington Spa Art Gallery and
Museum have helped us to realise our vision and
this autumn have hosted an exhibition, which it is
hoped will provide a spark of childhood curiosity in
us all. Samuel L. Whittington-Wickes was born in
1893 in Leamington Spa. After running away to
London to become a magician at the tender age of
12 he soon rose up through the ranks to become
one of the most admired magicians of his time
receiving an MIMC with gold star from the Magic
Circle. On his return to Leamington Spa he became
something of a local celebrity. Whittington-Wickes
whose stage name was The Amazing Chang, was
the David Copperfield of the early 1900s, famed for
his bullet catching trick, Chang bought his own
Chinese fantasy show to thousands at Jepson
Gardens during this period. He was an
internationally acclaimed illusionist and at the height
of his career played at the most prestigious venues
such as the London Palladium, Radio City Music
Hall in New York and the Alhambra in Paris.
He was an artist in every sense of the word not only
did he paint canvas's, but he also designed, created
and hand painted his own backdrops, props,
puppets, costumes and tricks. Those pieces which
were not made by Chang were commissioned out to
other artists, makers and craftsmen; his
benevolence towards the creative industries was
significant. Much of Chang's memorabilia was
auctioned off to other magicians in the early 1970s
following his death, but we are fortunate enough to
have found a sizable bounty of props that had
survived this auction. Along with the help of art
student Fran Booth part of my role in this exhibition
has been to recreate several props appearing in
photographs found of Chang performing. These
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nclude Chang's promotional lobby cut out which
appeared in the foyer of each theatre he performed
n and 3 large hand-painted parasols of the world
eaders who attended the Yalta conference in 1945,
Chang would often use painted parasols in his act to
'efer to major events or notable figures present at
'ris shows.
Among those lending memorabilia is Paul Kieve, the
lusionist who worked on the Harry Potter and Lord
cf the Rings films, David Wickes, Film director and

3olden Globe award nominee, and son of the
{mazing Chang, and Roy Davenport, fourth
3eneration of the Davenport Magic Publishers.
)avid Copperfield himself, a collector of magic
remorabilia, has expressed enormous interest in
:ris event as has the famed British TV magician
)avid Berglas.

From the 17th of October Leamington Spa Art
Gallery and Museum will bring you a fascinating
exhibition of props, posters, puppets and tricks all
belonging to this amazing man. While the exhibition
itself will bring a wealth of inspiration to all, in
addition to this fantastic display will be a series of
events punctuating this 12 week exhibition, from
magic shows delivered by the awesome magicians
Paul Kieve and Roy Davenport, to talks including
one on the history of Chang by his biographer
Sandra Evans and a wonderful display of
puppeteering by the Treasure Trove Puppet
Company. Our Private View was opened by the film
director and son of the Amazing Chang: David
Wickes, this is an exhibition not to be missed!
Leave your adult scepticism at the door, bring your
children and grandchildren and get lost in the
mystery of the Chinese Fantasy!

Lynsey Cleaver
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The Amazing Chang performing the linking rings trick in the mid 1940s.@
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Within the Domestic - ll
Fran Booth Alfreda McHale Nick Spencer Anthea Gallen
Eight Farley Street has been the home of four
exhibitions under the title 'Within the Domestic'. This
first show held earlier in the year promised much and
delivered beautifully.

Fran Booth, Square feet,2009, oil on canvas, 152 x 152cm.@

Fran Booth's witty paintings occupy the walls in the
larger gallery space on the ground floor. Sguare feet
(above/ is composed of twenty five paintings of pairs
of shoes in various colours on pastel ground, each
support measuring one square foot and constructed
as one large piece. There are pretty pumps, kitten
heels, killer heels, jelly shoes, smelly shoes, crocs,
docs and brogues. These are shoes worn and loved,
shaped and imprinted by the feet of the wearer.
Carefully placed or casually kicked off, they tell of an
absence as much as a presence, of an adopted
persona to match the shoes. The artist herself does
not put a foot wrong. ln two separate smaller
paintings, the once upon a time ubiquitous Doc
Martens in trompe l'oeil 'Docs', and tennis shoes in
'Pumps', look so real they almost fall off the wall.
Styles of shoe are telling, they can affect the way we
are perceived by others, or the way we feel about
ourselves. We can become skittish, sensible, sporty
or sexy. These shoes are great fun and redolent with
meaning. lmelda Marcos, eat your heart out.
ln Jacket (below)the artist continues to explore and
contrast colours, textures, light and shade. A blue-

grey denim jacket hangs on a rusting wire coathanger hooked over a nail in the wall. Lit from the
front, the jacket casts a magnified shadow in muted
tones of blue on to the orange wall, with a hint of an
after-image, shimmering in shades of yellow. Raking
light shines through the button holes on to the inside
of the jacket. A bright lozenge shape appears on the
wall, cast from light through the bent elbow of the
sleeve. Creases in the sleeves, turned back cuffs, a
missing button, are small recorded details, revealing
just a little about the wearer.

Juries have a habit of keeping people guessing, so
does this imagined one in Fran Booth's The Jury.
Twelve good men and true, but who are they, and
why has the artist chosen to depict this particular
bunch? These are portraits of men hailing from
different centuries re-presented here on individually
painted supports and pushed together in an unlikely
but interesting meeting of minds. They are framed in
ovoid shapes, traditional in portraits, cameos or
silhouettes in days of yore. ln grisaille on lurid
bordello pink, contained by a wrap- around garter of
black lace, the 'jurors' are jokily sexualized, their
faces blushing in a thin wash of pink stripes. They
include Karl Marx, political economist, famous for
fathering a revolutionary ideology, but hopeless at his
own domestic finances. Clement Greenberg is there
(would he have preferred to have been painted a
touch more flat?) A pouting Byronesque Kierkegaard
gazes out, Kant, peruked and thoughtful, Hegel, smart
in his jabot. Nietzsche poses, severe and
moustachioed, while David Miles, a former tutor from
Warwickshire College of Art grins knowingly, possibly
in a state of schadenfreude. Currently a student of art,
Fran Booth admits to a frustration (shared by many an
art student) with abstruse art theory texts, but
concedes that it is necessary to study them. The
intellectuals responsible ultimately sit in judgement of
art and the makers of art. ln 'The Jury' the artist takes
a retaliatory swipe at these eminences grises and
their collective gravitas.
Two of Fran Booth's paintings hark back to the
advertisements of the 1950's. Poster bright in acidic
colours, they show immaculate kitchens with
gleaming appliances and floors, with people to match.
The format borrows from domestic genre paintings by
the likes of Chardin or Vermeer but with Hogarthian
wit and biIe. Home Maid (see colour centre) appears
to show four women enjoying a cookery lesson. With
classical triangle construction, the eye is drawn to the
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:ake at the centre. Three women watch in rapt
:.:ncentration

graffiti. This is a take on a well documented 1950's
saying by the then Prime Minister, Harold Macmillan.
As always in Alfreda McHale's work everything is
considered and thought provoking. She uses found
objects, or in her words, 'sometimes purloined.' The
silks represent historicaltime-lines from the past and
to future generations and are in the green (for hope)
purple (for dignity) and white (for purity) colours which
the suffragettes used in their banners, pamphlets and
posters, and also in clothing and jewellery. We owe
them much, but for this artist, feminism goes back
beyond the Pankhursts, before Wollstonecraft, and
even further back than Boudicca.
There are resonances and layers of meaning in the
combinations of materials and objects used in this
work. On different levels, the silken threads evoke
ideas of umbilical cords or apron strings, or a
controlling puppetry, even string theory if one can
take a quantum leap into a broader spectrum of
meaning. The mincing machine signifies process and
change. Elegantly presented, this work illustrates the
fragile and temporal nature of humankind.

:-

Booth, Jacket,2O09, acrylic on canvas, 60 x 60cm.

@

-- f observing Marie Curie at her pitche-blende, while
-: woman wielding the palette knife has the smirkily
. :'fident rictus of Bree van der Kamp Hodge from
l:sperate Housewives. Ration- book skinny, these
,:Ten represent a commercially conceived
::-struct, the details signifying a newly acquired post
:'wealth and idealized life style. They blend

:=autifully with the kitchen in their groomed
-=-ection, with Dresden doll red- painted fingernails,
-: 'coiffed in a Marcel wave or Victory roll and
::rnments of pearls. Fran Booth cleverly extracts
=
: ,:ry ounce of meaning in her work, including the
- - -1our of the titles.

- ''eda Mchale's installation Never had it so good
-:e colour centre) occupies a small corridor space.
-s de is a kitchen table covered with a cloth of yellow
='-le- check gingham neatly edged with white ric-rac
: -:,d. A pastel green mincing machine, or hand
,-.der, sits heavily at one end. Threaded through it

,-:

delicate rainbow skeins of embroidery silks,

':ating down like tangled gossamer from soft creamy
:'aces which line part of the space. The skeins have
::en wrapped around the large screw of the mincer
=-J threaded through the perforations, they twist
=-:und inside and fan out web-like on the other side
'-ere some threads spread out freely on the cloth
- J spill onto the floor while others are stitched into
=
: fabric.

--e

::

title is wittily handwritten on a nearby wall, in a
berately smudged imitation of a hasty, blurry

Upstairs, the sculptures by Nick Spencer (see colour
centre) are made from traditional materials, but
experiments with other media are in evidence. The
works are figurative, concerned with human anatomy,
and displayed like archaeological treasures, giving
this small space the feel of a reliquary. There are
some solidly carved stone pieces, a foot, a fist, an
ear, a head (after Mantegna). The stone heads have
a primitive, abstract quality, like the heads on the
Easter lsland monoliths, or African masks. While
some pieces recall the Renaissance, others, such as
the works in wax and clay, or the wax and leather
gloves filled with papier- mache, appear to have more
in common with forensic pathology or the plastination
techniques of Dr. Gunther von Hagens.

We are familiar with white or bleached bones but here
the artist presents a neat inversion with black bones
of a foot, a hand, and a skull. Some of these body
parts eerily resemble charred remains from fires or
war zones. Fingers pointing, hands cupped, hands
praying, feet crossed, and, unusually, a large stone
foot turned upside down showing the plantar surface.
There is also a hand and a foot made from black wax,
for which the artist attributes his influence to Rodin.
The unfinished quality of the surfaces of some of this
work does put one in mind of Rodin, for instance, his
monument to Balzac.
Suspended from the ceiling in this room is a black
female torso, like a dressmaker's dummy. This could
be a quote from any number of sources, possibly
including Maillol. Some skeletal bones are painted on
it in white, the fine tracery of vertebrae receding
behind the rib-cage, making it resemble an X-ray or
computerised tomography scan, which can show
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beautiful imagery. Some more drawings would
enhance this piece, and perhaps the torso could have
been hung from a large meat hook.

of the subject fills the frame, contours and details
modelled by deft, loosely handled application of
colour, flesh tones described in ochre and bluish
greys.

A triptych of photographs documents Nick Spencer's
work in stone. The influence of bas-relief or frescoes
is clear, but the central figure probably owes more to
Matisse and his series of 'back' sculptures. Nick
Spencer's work presents us with a view of the human
form in all of its transient and complex glory.

Anthea Callen's work is shown in another upstairs
space. Bold, expressive swathes of colour, these
compelling abstracts draw us in. Untitled, they are
painted in acrylic on unframed canvas supports, some
square, some rectangular but each work shares a
repeated motif*. Every work has a stack of five or
more colours painted in a rainbow arc, reminiscent of
Kandinsky, Howard Hodgkin or the veils of colour in
the work of Morris Louis, although the gestural quality
also recalls Abstract Expressionists such as
Motherwell, de Kooning, Kline and Hofman.
The artist states that she aims for flatness in her work.
She works with a palette knife on a flat surface, the
repetitive gesture required for this process leaving
almost imperceptible drips and froth and bubbles
breaking surface. Bands of saturated pigment overlap
and leach into others more thinly applied which give
an impression of tachisme in some motifs, broad
smears exposing pentimenti or trickling into little
rivulets. ln a few of these works the thin application of
paint allows the fabric of the support to show through.
ln others, the strips of pigment might be viewed as
geological strata, with tiny traces of revealed paint
taking on the appearance of fossils. These paintings
could be seen as aerial views of Earth or segments
from the rings of Jupiter.
ln one composition the curved motifs are almost
vertical, and seem to float in the pictorial space, they
appear to be falling backwards into each other as if
punched, or blown by an invisible puff of wind. ln
some of the works the stroke starts at the edge of the
support, in others the form begins and ends by
wrapping over the sides. Some works show these
images coming from different directions, either by
rotating the support after painting or by changing the
action during the actual process of painting.

Anthea Callen, Poftrait of Alfreda Mchale,2009, oil on canvas, 98 x
108cm. @

ln these works Anthea Callen explores and tests the
physical properties and possibilities of paint. The
repeated forms in the abstracts might almost be the
hatching strokes lifted from a Cezanne painting and
put under a microscope. ln all of these paintings,
there is musicality and poetry in the repetition of the
images, and in the vivid and virtuosic use of colour.
With the lamentable lack of exhibition space for artists
in the Leamington area, this show was superbly and
imaginatively curated in the domestic intimacy of a
home, which had been transformed into a wonderfully
light and airy art gallery.

Trish Morris

The artist uses her palette to great effect, luscious
crimson against complementary green, pitching
primary colours against secondary or tertiary colours,
thus enlivening the more sombre tones, with maroons
jostling for space against brighter swatches of orange
and blues, which hover on the surface.
The graphite sketches and portraits of Alfreda McHale
(see below) demonstrate the skilled draughtsmanship
and uncompromising versatility of this artist. The face
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Making Visible
Of all the myriad, simultaneous dimensions that life
offers, a visual artist must decide which parts to
rnake visible.

The discrimination is, in a sense, an enormous task,

ror most of the world must be discarded in order to
get to a salient image.

It was a contrary attitude that motivated the
letermined group of cartographers as told in the
story by Jorge Luis Borges. These dogged
napmakers, in seeking to represent the territory of
an empire in extraordinary detail, ended up
croducing a map that was the exact size of the land
:ney were attempting to chart. lf the question is
Nhat should become visible?'then these
-rtographers took up an exceptionally unprejudiced
rosition, endeavouring to re-present reality as if
-om a universal perspective. Their aim was
:bsolute visibility, where reality was multiplied
:nrough the replica 'point for point'.
-he purpose of the tale is to recognise the
-rmediate obsolescence of such a representation.
-he map is so unwieldy that it offers no perspective
at all. lt is left to rot across the land because it is
-seless, a few tattered ruins turning up here and
:rere. Perhaps what we learn from Borges is that
:re universal perspective is a cumbersome,
-opelessly comprehensive rendition.
Representations, if they have any use, must be
selective in the reality they show. Abstraction
'rrnishes them (news reports, maps, artworks)with
rsight. A representation must maintain its distance
"om the reality it replicates, for it is a rarefied
rcarnation.

,Vhat is made visible is the decisive choice of the

raker, and is what gives the representation its
:haracter. The unspoken manipulation that
:recedes the display of an image is the artist's
nark. For this reason, it might be said that all
'epresentations are symptomatic. They indicate a
cerspective. But who's perspective is this, and
exactly what is it a perspective on?
For a recent exhibition at the Mead Gallery, Double
Agents, Dora Garcia produced a projection piece,
rstanf Narrative (/NJ, which consisted of a large
crojection taking up the space of half a wall
Jisplaying written descriptions of the movements of
, isitors to the exhibition. The visitors, unaware that
:rey were being watched by a gallery assistant sat
a the corner of the gallery typing away at a
rcmputer - descriptions like 'Woman in orange Tshirt pauses in middle of floor' - found themselves
as unwitting subjects in a work they had come
rerely to observe. As the list of descriptions built up
rn the wall space, so the fleeting nature of the

reality they represented became apparent. The
woman in the orange T-shirt had come and gone,
but the trace of her presence still appeared as a
rudimentary and abstract description on this section
of the gallery wall.

Artworks can sometimes get to the heart of difficult
questions with apparent ease. The'instant narrative'
of Garcia's work is a perspective without a named
author (only the gallery assistant sat quietly in the
corner) and without any of the purposeful direction
normally expected of a narrative. The anticipation of
seeing a version of reality replicated on a gallery,
with the usual attributes of purpose and meaning,
finds an uncanny result in this work. Here the
representation is ongoing and dependent both on
the actions of the audience and the discriminations
of the gallery assistant. The traditional duality of
copy and odginal, map and territory, representation
and reality, is here upset as the conventions of
authorship are overturned.
The critical themes of this sort of work can be traced
back at least thirty years, probably much longer.
Artists such as Sherrie Levine have tackled the
question of authorship head on. ln her series After
Edward Weston, 1979, Levine re-photographed the
photographs of Edward Weston, whose early
Twentieth Century subjects of the human figure and
objects of nature are highly celebrated. Later she
undertook a similar project with the photographs of
Evans Walker, the well-known photographer of the
rural American poor during the Great Depression.
One of the points of these works was to show how
easily the normal attributions of authorship are
disrupted, since Levine's appropriation of the
original images as her own came with no additional
explanation. We are accustomed to accept
photographic images as faithful reproductions of
reality, perhaps more so than any other medium. ln
this sense, Levine's 'theft' may work to disarm our
assumptions of documentary verisimilitude. To add
a further layer of confusion to this story of
authorship and originality, Michael Mandiberg
recently made digital copies of Levine's
photographs, and encouraged their dissemination
through the internet, coaxing yet more accusations
of artistic pilfering and copyright infringement.

The importance habitually given to authentic
authorship reveals the customarily accepted
relationship between reality and representation.
Authorship seems to stand for authenticity, which is
important because our sensibilities are well-attuned
to how information can be manipulated and
substituted for the real. The French theorist Jean
Baudrillard used the term 'simulacra'to describe the
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phenomena of images that purport to represent
reality but have no existent model. For an image to
be a simulacrum means it has escaped the
obligations of similitude, and no longer stands in the
chain of resemblance that copies, and copies of
copies, fall into. lt claims to be an image of reality,
but it has discarded (and disguised) its responsibility
to refer to anything real. Baudrillard's concern was
that with the intense proliferation of mass media, the
substitution of 'signs of the real for the real itself
was process gathering pace. lndeed, for Baudrillard,
the ruined tatters of the cartographers' extensive
map are all that remain of representations that
continue to treat reality as their model.

This sort of territory is wonderfully explored by the
art of Cindy Sherman. From the late 70's Sherman
began work on her so-called 'Film Stills' series, a
range of photographs that presented Sherman
herself modelling in the guise of film stars and
advertising models, not ever referencing particular
individuals, but achieving a generic similitude to
images within popular culture. ln this masquerade,
Sherman often indicates an uneasy aspect by
having her characters looking askance or
suggesting an unwholesome aspect to their lives.
The viewer is given a series of surface connotations
such as clothing, makeup, lighting, composition, and
point of view, which in turn yield the uncomfortable
subtext of cultural standards such as success,
femininity, desire, etc. Through their collaboration
with images from mainstream media, Sherman's
work digests and regurgitates the methods by which
popular culture is active in shaping the common
ideas of identity. Her art succeeds in showing how
the artificial may harbour signs that have become
our real life measures.

the experience of being watched once she
recognised she was being trailed. ln another work,
Address Book, 1983, the artist made use of an
address book she had found whilst out walking, and
by contacting many of the people listed inside, built
up a portrait of the book's owner through their
unsuspecting descriptions.
Calle's maps of other people's lives are partial, and
by the invitation of her own subjectivity into the
process, purposefully idiosyncratic. By eliding the
traditional duality of copy and original, artists like
Calle have succeeded in producing a perspective on
reality which is neither the result of a sole author nor
the faithful representation of reality, but which
express the fluidity of a variety of perspectives. The
lesson perhaps is that, in the end, reality is only
experienced through a fluidity of perspectives, and
that representations can provide is an insight into
this layering - imaginative and fragmentary, and
subject to deconstruction by other images, as all
representations must be.
Christopher Jones

Alternatively, the French artist Sophie Calle has
found new and intriguing ways to explore the
dialogue between reality and representation. With
her undoubtedly romantic sensibility, Calle's work
elaborates on the imaginative aspect of forming an
identity, often using the city of Paris as a rich and
anonymous backdrop. By relying on coincidence
and chance encounters, Calle pursues interactions
with strangers and records her own subjective,
psychological responses to their meetings. ln her
Suite Venitienne,1979, a piece comprising
photographs and text, the artist details how she
followed a man she met at a party in Paris to all the
way to Venice, where she disguised herself and
trailed him, recording his movements around the
city. This piece was something of an apogee for
Calle's work of the time, which had previously
recorded her following strangers around Paris,
employing various methods of surveillance to
construct identities for them. Later, she somewhat
reversed the scheme by requesting her mother to
arrange a private detective to follow her and report
on her daily movements. The resultant text, Ihe
Shadow,1981, shows photographs of Calle taken
by the detective, as well as descriptions by Calle of
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Sarkis Katchadourian, Three Generations
Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum
-he painting entitled Three Generations (see inside
oack cover) is one of the featured paintings in the

'ecently published book: '1001 Paintings to see
refore you die'. Painted by Sarkis Katchadourian in
'928 it was donated to Leamington Spa Art Gallery
1 Museum in the same year by Alderman Alfred
-tolt.

:eaturing three lranian women (mother, daughter
the
:'aditional chador: a large single piece of cloth that
:rvelops the hair and body. Whilst the grandmother
r,ears a black chador, the younger mother and
:aughter wear white versions. The daughter's face
-n be fully seen and she occupies the central
':reground, her mother conceals the lower half of
-er face by holding the chador across it and stands
:ehind her daughter. ln contrast to them both the
;'andmother is positioned on the periphery of the
:ainting, her side-on pose and the way her black
:nador merges into the shadows gives a suggestion
:'making an exit from the image.

:rd grandmother,) each of whom wear

-nree Generations shows the influence of late

19th

:.entury and early 20th century French painting on
Sarkis Katchadourian. The bottom left section of the
:ainting has a definite lmpressionist style as he

-ses a series of small broken lines which could
-ave been inspired by the work of Monet or Signac.
^ contrast, the upper right section features a more
::nsely worked surface made up of patches of
:clour which recalls the work of artists such as
lezanne.
3crn in 1886 in Tabriz, north-western lran, to
rrmenian parents, Katchadourian left lran as a
.,3ung man in order to study art at the Reggio
-stitute de Belle Arti in Rome and then continued
- s studies in Paris at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs.
-fter a number of exhibitions around Europe that
;'adually enhanced his reputation to the point
,,,here he was a widely known artist on the
:ontinent; Sarkis returned to lran and engaged
- mself painting pastoral landscapes. This period
saw him produce paintings such as Mount Ararat
:nd On the Sunny Sea Shore between the years
'910 to 1914. Mount Ararat features two figures
-eclining in a field with the snow-capped peaks of
:re mountain in the background and shows a
rcnsiderable influence from paintings such as
',tonet's Wild Poppies (1873). On the Sunny Sea
Shore depicts a man and a woman sitting beside
:re sea with a horse to the right-hand side. There is
a strong abstract quality to the image and is
:erhaps akin to the work of the French
.npressionist painter Berthe Morisot. Both paintings
rere donated to Leamington Spa Art Gallery &
',luseum in 1928, Mount Ararat again by Alderman

Alfred Holt and On the Sunny Sea Shore by Mrs
lzmidan.
Between 1915 and 1926 Katchadourian went on a
tour that took him across to Egypt and then onto
Europe. During this time his works were exhibited in
Tiflis, Erivan, lstanbul, Cairo, Vienna, Paris, London
and Amsterdam. His paintings at this time were in
the majority landscapes and scenes of the different
cities he visited although one notable exception was
No place to go (1924) which was a reaction to the
Armenian genocide of 1915 and the subsequent
plight of the many generations that this tragedy had
created and depicts a group of Armenia women
refugees at Erzoum.

ln 1926 Sarkis returned to Paris and established the
city as his home for the next fifteen years. During
this period Katchadourian continued painting but he
also embarked on two projects that were to earn
him high regard in France and internationally. The
first of these, in 1928, was once more in lran and
the 17th century Persian frescos that adorned the
walls of the Shah Abbas Palace in lsfahan. The
frescos had been steadily disintegrating as they
were exposed to the elements and Sarkis spent
three years studying and then recreating them in
order to save them for posterity as well as to show
the images to a wider audience. This was achieved
by a touring exhibition of his replicas that took in
Paris, London, Stockholm and Berlin, before
finishing at the Museum of Modern Art in 1932.
Based on his success Katchadourian undertook a
similar project in 1937, this time in lndia and Ceylon.
There he set about replicating the damaged Sth and
6th century Buddhist cave muials of Ajanta, Bagh,
Sittanavassal, Badami and other cities. This work
took four painstaking years and earned him more
acclaim from both lndian academics and the French
government-the latter giving official and state
recognition of Katchadourian's work. Today many of
the cave mural replicas are in the ownership of
private collections, although there is a significant
body of these works housed in the National Gallery
of Armenia from a collection bought by the French
government and donated to Armenia as part of a
cultural exchange agreement between France and
the then Soviet Armenia.
Following the Nazi invasion of France
Katchadourian emigrated to America and lived in
New York from 1941 continuing to paint until his
death in 1947.

Sharon Luke
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Can we be sure it is Art?

The exhibition:
Auerbach, London, 1952-1962.

painting itself, which we could go on to explain and
justify in the light of relevant aesthetic criteria.

'Auerbach at his best is such a great artist that you
could look at his pictures for a lifetime, and still
discover new things in them' (The Daily Telegraph).

Of course a painting can be a representation of any
physical object or event- a tree, a house, a
shipwreck, a battle- or it can be about an idea or a
concept- poverty, love, despair, oppression or
cruelty or so on. lndeed it does not even have to be
about anything, as in pure abstract painting which
refers to nothing outside the image itself: its
composition, colours, tones, forms and the
relationship between them, as seen in the work of
Kandinsky and Mondrian for example. One analogy
would be music- which often refers to things beyond
the sounds themselves, (with the exception of most
jazz music obviously!) There is opera where a whole
human drama is presented, or music is used to
illustrate activities such as marching, horses
galloping, the sounds of insects, birdsong or the
wind or the sea. But in general the essential
features of music are the sounds: the rhythms,
tones, tempo, cadence, harmony and phrasing etc.
It is pointless to ask what a Bach fugue is 'about', it
is an intricate composition of sounds and is 'about'
nothing but itself.

'Rarely have I peered into so many canvases only to
see far less than can be seen in the catalogue
reproductions: rarely has there been so little point in
going to an exhibition' (The Evening Standard).
(As reported in
2009.)

lhe lndependent,

14th

September

Why is it that artists, art historians, reviewers and
ordinary people can differ so savagely on judging
the quality of a work of arl? I am not referring to its
monetary value, which can depend on factors which
may have little or no relevance at all to artistic
quality. Any Warhol's alleged guiding principle that
'good business is the best art' (-if he meant it
seriously -) is cynical, perverse and wrong-headed.
Similarly I am not referring to other aspects for
which it may be valued: it being the work of a
famous artist, or uniqueness due to it being a rare
example of a remote historical period, or for any
religious, social or political meaning. All of those
factors are additional to its qualities as a painting or
sculpture or any other form of art.
So if we can leave out elements which have little to
do with the inherent features of an art object in itself;
what can we say are the factors which are relevant
to its intrinsic merits- or demerits- as a work of art?
ln order not to complicate the issue I will refer
mainly to painting and sculpture, and to other art
forms only when relevant. First of all I want to refer
to two distinct ways in which we commonly use the
word 'art', which are frequently so contentious: one
being descriptive and the other evaluative.
When we refer to an assemblage of paintings and
sculptures in a gallery or a museum we normally
describe them as 'art objects'. That is a descriptive
phrase used to simply distinguish them from other
'things' such as domestic items or surgical
instruments. lf during a visit to a gallery or museum
we were to say that we preferred a particular
painting over another then that would be a
subjective judgement, a personal response.
However if we were to compare two different
paintings that depicted the same figure or
landscape, we might rate one as being better than
the other on the grounds that it had features that
possessed more visual merit than the other. By
doing so we would be making an evaluation of the

lf a painting can be about anything, it follows that
the subject matter may have little or no bearing on
its quality as a visual presentation. Let us suppose a
painting of the Clifton Suspension Bridge was highly
regarded by a viewer because of the engineering
quality of the bridge itself or because of its historical
kudos due to it being designed by lsambard
Kingdom Brunel. Both of these assessments would
be wide of the mark in judgements of its quality as a
painting, specifically its features such as colour,
composition or brushstrokes- its aesthetic features.
Even a greatly distorted image of the bridge might
well be highly regarded: Turner's Fighting T6m6raire
or Monet's Gare Sf. Lazare are not valued as
accurate representations of their subjects.
Confusion over the quality of a work of art arises
because of the failure to make a clear distinction
between what a painting is of and what is rn a
painting. The distinction between these two features
is a conceptual one- it is an intellectual analysis of
the work which distinguishes its various elements
from one another and shows, or may fail to show,
how they fit together.
lnevitably, the key element in an assessment has to
be the knowledge and attitude of the viewer. Art

evaluation is not an exact science, it is subjective to
the disposition of the critic or reviewer, and their
knowledge.
Ray Racy
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lnterview with Tom De Freston
Professor Admiral Face
Professor Admiral Face (PAF) What would you label
your work as?
Tom de Freston (TdF): Tragic comic
PAF: Could you elaborate on why?

TdF: Well, the work's inability to achieve any of the
Eenuine pathos or grandeur of tragedy is pretty
rcmical and the lack of genuine wit or humour in the
,vork is pretty tragic.
DAF: What do you consider to be tragic?
TdF: Tragedy manifests itself in very different ways,

lependant on the vehicle. Painting, for instance,
ras a very different tragic structure to literature or
rhotography. lt is always dependant on the art's
,nique properties; a logic which I accept could be
seen as a Modernist hangover, but which I think
'eaches back further. The tragedy of painting is
'eliant on its flatness, its stillness, its silence and the
s ngularity of the moment in terms of its spatial and
-usal coordinates. My chief deviation from
'.lodernist ideals is that I don't think these are
:roperties to be singled out, but rather challenged.
)ainting deals well with moments in flux. Points of
action which seem to be transient, on the verge of
s ipping into the next frame. Tragedy in painting is
acout the play between the construction of an
nplied ideal and the realisation of its falseness.
)AF: And comedy? I had never thought of painting
comic.

=s
-dF:
lt's certainly not, to use text speak, lol. lt's

-'rore a search for a quiet caustic wit. Let's call it

are sandwiched between a boy on a donkey and a
strange bastardisation of a Daumier Saltimbanque.
Some images are bastardised, some celebrated.
Some are pastiche or parody and other an open
homage. Hopefully history is flattened and a
democracy of vision, which is peculiarly
contemporary, is found
PAF: What do these zombie paintings tell us that is
different to the originals?
TdF: ln my most pretentious moments i'll ironically
believe that the references to the past are an
attempt to eke out the Zeitgeist. These zombie
characters, killed off and then brought back to life,
are no longer making the same comments. ln their
original source they are consistently moral, dealing
with grand and important themes, archetypes of
History Painting. ln their new guise none of the
messages are conveyed anymore, Eve's eyes are
no longer tempted by an apple, but seem more
interested in Adam's crotch. The crass nature of the
reduction seems to comment on what we might
label, again pretentiously, the post-modern
condition. The almost complete destruction of value
systems and absolutes has left us in a position
where as a mass we have nothing consistent or
concrete to belief in. The apathy and vacuousness
of this condition is, hopefully, present in the nature
of my relationship with the past. I suppose there is
something slightly mournful about this. Everything
seems to be accelerating, of having reached some
kind of whimpering closure. The past provides some
kind of haven to seek solace in.

relancomic.[sic]
)AF: ln works such History Painting fhe scene is
: rcrflowing with art historical quotation. Reference,
'eference, reference, how about your own
:'eativity? Are you not just cannibalising older
torks?
-dF: That's exactly what I am doing. I like the image
:f me literally devouring these past images and
:xcreting and regurgitating them back out onto the
-nvas. I think the mass of the quotations and the
:cntext in which they sit makes it clear that this is
something different to mere plagiarism. I like the
lea of stealing past weapons and attacking them.
-hrough the sheer mass of references, almost all of
,,,hich are canonical and weighty, I am looking to
rrck away at the very fabric of the structure and
system in which these images have been housed.
-he independence of my voice comes in the
'nanner in which I dealwith the source and the way
. which I rip specific elements from their historical
rntext and then piece them back together in new
:rders and systems. Suddenly Adam and Eve are
ro longer next to a snake in the Sistine Chapel, but

PAF: A Brief History of Heroism and other paintings
have this lewd pink surface. /f seems quite a

conscious choice. Why the obsessiye pink?
TdF: I want it to read as a radioactive skin; a skin of
paint and of flesh.
I think the expressive energy of the surface gives a
nod to mid 20th Century Abstract Expressionism,
and particularly Jackson Pollock. I think the
tradition is something I want to play with. To me it's
an overtly masculine tradition, the big American
hero, all strength, power and free will; allowed to
make large physical expressive marks without
justification. Pollock's works feel like one giant
series of ejaculations over the canvas, his sticks
and brushes merely extensions of his penis.
To try and capture this energy, but then to code it in
this garish, acidic and vomit inducing pink seems to
be an interesting juxtaposition.
PAF: So are these paintings about painting?
TdF: I hate that phrase. But I have made it sound
like that, haven't l? Paintings have always been self
reflexive, but there seems to be a boring tendency
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to want to make elitist works now which are
exclusively so. I would hate to think my paintings
are singularly self-refl exive.
PAF: Do you think they are?
TdF: No. I think the surface reads as paint and as
flesh. As much as it's a nod to Pollock it also draws
from a huge history of the painting of flesh. I want
there to be this sexy, alluring surface which draws
you in, like a moth to light; its acidity smacking
against your retina; which then reveals itself to be a
stick, hairy cosmos. lf it works then it should be sat
in limbo between its reading as the spreading of
paint over a surface and some kind of flayed human
flesh. The paint should be a sign as a multiplicity of
references.
PAF: That seems like a very contemporary position
to take.
TdF: I think it's labelled as such, but that's bollocks.
There such a desire to believe that we are in this
unique position in terms of what we understand to
be possible in painting. All that's changed is the
depth and breadth of the stylistic dictionary from
which we can borrow. Painters have always been
interested in paint as a sign with a multiplicity of
references. lt's a continuous history as opposed to a
unique tendency of contemporary painters. From
Titian, through Delacroix, to Rothko and onto Doig;
to name only a few, there has been a constant
desire and understanding of the linguistic flexibility
of the medium. The poetry of paint is its ability to be
mimetic, expressive, self referential and spiritual. I'm
boring myself, let's move on.
PAF: The play between the structure and the
surtace in some of your paintings creates an
unstable spatialsysfem. /s fhis something you
seek?
TdF: Yes, and it's a fine balancing act. lt's about
creating a certain kind of tension which I don't yet
think I have achieved. The structure and the figures
are often laid over the surface in a manner which
stills allows large parts of the original layer to show
through. The same skin of paint can be seen in
areas of foreground, background or a section of a
figure. The dialogue between the structure and the
skin looks to set up a play on the two-foldenss [sic]
of painting. I want it to slip between the illusion of
three-dimensional-space and the reality of its
flatness.
PAF: A recurring theme in your work is the fall. Why

do you keep coming back to this?
TdF: lt's actually something I'm trying to move away
from. I became unconvinced to the extent to which
my figures justified such a romanticised and grand
narrative, or even a narrative at all. lnstead I started
to focus on the desire for such drama.

PAF: But it is something you keep returning to. l'm
interested in your use of space in depicting this
subject.

TdF: That is what interests me. The verticality of the
canvas, and the division of this space so that two
halves are formed. The positioning of a figure
travelling between these two spaces sets up the
potential for a formal and metaphysical binary
opposition, the sacred and profane. I think the
importance of this spatial structure runs through
history, from depictions of the deposition through to
the collapse of the twin towers.
PAF: The excessiye series of photos, drawings,
print and paintings of male figures on sfages which
read as beds? They seem to be deviations from
your ideas of the fall.
TdF: Yes, they are. They become about desire for
the fall but nothing at all. These excessively
melodramatic figures who are actually totally
vacuous. The theatre of their performance is clear.
PAF: And what about this uncomfoftable display

of

anuses?
TdF: I want the scream and the anus to mirror each
other. ln doing so, both signs are destabilised. The
silent scream becomes not a signal of Baconesque
horror, but a whimpering fart.
PAF: You title them a lovers'discourse. /s thls a nod
to Bafthes text?
TdF: Yes. I think they are mournful pleas for the
absent other. But I want the pity to be one step
removed. I want you not to pity their plight, but the
vacuousness and patheticness [sic] of its excess.
PAF: Talking of pathetic. How about the recurring
motif of the red socks and boxers?
TdF: I'm glad you think they are pathetic, that's just
what I want. I want the clothes, paradoxically, to
strip the characters of their desire for heroism. lt
emasculates them, no longer nude but castrated.
PAF: Beyond this cynicism your work has an
underlying concern with spirituality?
TdF: Thank you. I think there is a constant dialogue
in my head between the romantic and the cynic. I
still have a belief in the ability of painting to be a
vehicle for transcendence, to provide a fleeing
escape from tangible reality.

PAF: Does an interuiew like this give you control
over viewers reading of your work, ensuring they
don't make mistakes?
TdF: No. The painter has no divine hold on
meaning. The picture is the only thing which
analysis needs to match up to. I am certainly not a
believer that any reading goes. I see paintings as
being like an empty vessel. The viewer can fill and
empty it with an almost limitless numbers of
meanings. The only constant is the vessel; the liquid
(to stretch this analogy) has to fit inside its
boundaries. My waffled nonsense should probably
be totally ignored. This probably makes this
interview process redundant.
Tom de Freston
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Stanley Spencer in the Landscape
Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum
Stanley Spencer's Cookham Rise (Leamington Spa
-ft Gallery and Museum)was painted in 1938.

Spencer's landscapes ofthe 1920s and 30s have
:een largely overlooked by critics, academics and
- cgraphers, and viewed as merely a necessary
:arning the artist badly-needed money) and
-.lndane prelude to his figurative, visionary
-asterpieces of the wartime and post-war years. Yet
:rdscapes such Cookham Rise this show Spencer's
-'rmense feeling for, and understanding of, the way
--e English landscape was changing, and how
::velopment was altering the countryside forever.

llencer's landscapes could show the gentle
--Culations of the Chilterns, as seen in and around
- s home at Cookham in Buckinghamshire. On
:,:casion he depicted more dramatic landscapes
--rher afield, in Suffolk or Dorset. More often,
-:rvever, he focused on the relationship between the
-:me, the garden and the wider world. The garden
-:..rld be a small front area, with its plants tightly
:: rstrained by masonry or gravel; or, as in this
: :ture, a row of gardens bordered - or indeed
-=nmed in by a familiar, nineteenth-century
=-dscape of small fields and hedgerows.

::encer's natural world was one shaped, defined and
=-:losed by man. His gardens were, as many critics
-:;e grudgingly admitted, mechanically exact in the
- 31ner of the pre-Raphaelites. (Anthony Blunt
: snissed them as 'unimportant canvases' which
-:r'ely'show that he can paint prettily if he wants to'.)
--ere appeared to be no Modernist agenda in such
',:'ks, and no avant-garde technique. However, the
:-: cisms that have been levelled at Spencer's
=-dscapes, both during his lifetime and after, have
= ed to grasp the essential point of his landscape

,:*. His paintings of fields, gardens, allotments and
' :,vers of the interwar years were designed to
::"nonstrate the interrelationship of - and innate
: : rflict between - natural and man-made spaces.
l:encer's plants, trees and lawns are generally
-crisoned within a tight girdle of fences, walls or
:,::s. Untrammelled nature is kept at a wary distance.
--us is the growing idealisation of the countryside of
-e intenruar years - epitomised in the'Back to the
-:rd' movement of these years, and the growing
=rphasis during the 1930s on out-of-door activities -'laposed (sometimes brutally) with unmistakeable
=. dence of how nature was being increasingly tamed
=-d circumscribed, and how the traditional English
:-dscape (or at least the

partitioned countryside that had been created by the
enclosure movement of the later eighteenth century)
was steadily disappearing. These pictures did not, as
one modern writer has alleged, merely represent'an
idealized vision of solid rural English values', but a
record of the seemingly unstoppable march of
development.

The growing popularity of Spencer's landscapes
during the late 1920s and early 1930s gave him some
financial stability, but the pressure to earn was still
heavy. ln 1938 - Spencer's most productive year for
this genre, in terms of both quality and income - he
painted 19 still-lives and landscapes, most of which
were subsequently sold.
Cookham Rise was one of these. lt illustrates an
example of new development, at the edge of
Cookham, that is sympathetic to its surroundings, yet
nevertheless still threatening and ominous. The
newly-defined rear gardens fight for precedence with
the surrounding fields, their temporary marker-posts
advancing like a vanguard of soldiers down the gentle
slope. Already the new gardens are producing fruits
and vegetables rather than grasses and flowers. (How
much more of these gentle hillsides would
subsequently be cultivated during the war that was
about to engulf the nation?) The screen of trees in the
foreground acts as a curtain on this gentle drama,
obscuring the fate of the contemporary English
countryside - although whether Spencer was siding
with the fields or the newly-colonised gardens is
unclear.
Spencer's newly-built council houses are themselves
also highly symbolic. Evocative of the English building
tradition, they blend easily with their natural context.
Brick, ceramic tile, plaster - all of these building
materials are locally-sourced. And they are of the
same tradition as, say, the much older farmhouse
which can be glimpsed on the horizon. As in much of
his landscape work, Spencer glories here in the
colour and patina of terracotta and brick. Their easy
relationship with the landscape - which would, after
all, have been utilised to make many of the building
materials, from the framing woodwork to the loadbearing bricks - stands in sharp contrast with the
naTve belief in the efficacy and longevity of untried
modern materials that characterised much postwar
housing.
And there is space - albeit controlled space, here
carved out of the hillside at the expense of the historic
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farming landscape. Each building unit comprises two
semi-detached homes. The care and consideration of
their design and build is a far cry from the gimcrack
new terraces of the Brave New World built after the
war, with their wafer-thin, plasterboard walls, leaking
aluminium windows and pitifully meagre, postagestamp gardens - the sort of council house I grew up
in, only twenty miles away from Cookham, during the
1970s. What Spencer has recorded here is only a
first, civilised skirmish in what was to become, after
1945, a full-scale war between nature and
development.
Steven Parissien

Stanley Spencer, Cookham Rise, 1938, oil on canvas, 73 x 51cm,
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Why it is cool to paint
a theoretical justification for painting as a contemporary art practice
The prevalent view among the art world
intelligentsia is that painting is pass6, so yesterday!
We have only to look at the exhibition programmes
at the lkon, The Mead and Oxford's Modern Art
Gallery for the evidence. lf we take our lead from
these bastions of high art, video, installation and
performance art are the practices we should be
following. This essay will argue that they are wrong
and that there are strong theoretical reasons that
support painting as a contemporary art practice.
An argument against painting's relevance is that it
has become absorbed into the market place and
has been transformed into a mere commodity, that it
has lost the quality that makes art special. As
Adorno and Horkheimer put it in their critique of the
Sulture lndustry; the art object has lost its autonomy
and purposelessness. Other critics refine this
argument and claim that painting no longer has a
neaningful role in modern art because other
:ontemporary art practices are better at doing the
:hings painting should be doing. As an article in Art
',lonthly put it;
"For many the art market will always keep
painting artificially alive, a process in which
art criticism in the form of the catalogue
essay, is held to be complicit. Meanwhile the
site of the critical engagement in art, once
dominated by painting has moved
elsewhere."
3efore examining the theoretical basis for painting
,,re need to be clear what we mean by painting. The
nore painting moves away from its historic roots,
--re more it becomes fused with other art forms.
rainting no longer has boundaries. Developments
srnce the highpoint of Abstract Expressionism have
rcluded the use of surfaces, materials, scale and
ccations not previously envisaged. The stripe
iaintings of Daniel Buren are an early example.
3uren escaped from the restriction of a bounded
space as his work spilled onto the wall and out of
:re gallery itself. ln lan Davenport's paintings there
are no canvases, instead paint drips down walls
'crming fine parallel lines of bright colours from
:eiling to floor. Katharina Grosse uses site walls in a
similar way but also creates large installations
,,rhere constructions act as canvasses. Jacco Olivier
raints on canvas but exhibits the work as large
. ideo projections. As paintiers like these move away
-om conventional painting, the easier it is for them
:c escape the criticism that painting is irrelevant.
-hey become just another element in the pluralism
:f modern art where paint is as valid as any other
naterial. lf painting is to be defended it should not

be on the basis of how far its definition can be
stretched but whether the traditional practice of
paint on moderately scaled canvas can be
supported in the modern world.

The "Death of Painting" is often used as shorthand
for the arguments summarising painting's decline. lt
is particularly associated with two seminal essays
published in the early 1980's, "The End of Painting"
by Donald Crimp and "Last Exit: Painting" by
Thomas Lawson. These two essays lie at the heart
of the "Death of Painting" debate and they lay out
much of the quasitheoretical position of the critics
of painting.
The Crimp essay was a criticism of the defenders of
painting and what he called the bourgeois elite, in
the face of what he saw as overwhelming evidence
that, "...during the 1960's painting's terminal
condition, finally, seemed impossible to ignore".
Crimp objected to the idea of the genius painter
imparting his aura to his work through the skill of his
hand and claimed that it was by such rhetoric that
supporters of painting sought the miracle that would
save it from extinction. With hindsight, important as
Crimp's article was in restarting the debate about
painting's role in the 1980s, it now appears little
more than a politically predictable railing against the
Establishment, a narrow view of a perceived
conservatism inherent in painting and a platform for
the promotion of artists engaged in new art
practices.
Lawson on the other hand was concerned with the
alienation of Modernism; the Modernism of ideals
and aspiration that would engage with the everyday
world and change it for the better. For him, "...the
modernist idea became debased, its deliberate
sparseness worn through overuse, the acting-out of
impulse, rather than the reflective discipline of the
imagination, became the measure of satisfaction
and value." He laments the work of artists who carry
on ignoring the obvious and produce work that is
necessarily obsolete and moribund but occupies
gallery space; "lf modernist formalism seems finally
discredited, hopelessly co-opted by the social
structures it purportedly sought to subvert, its
bastard progeny continue to fill the galleries."
Lawson wants painting to fulfil an overtly political
role, not as social commentator, but as a creator of
a dialectical discourse that will free art from the
bourgeoisie and their stupefying galleries. Painting
fails when it merely replicates styles that have gone
before and which have already been absorbed into
the Establishment.
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The weakness of Lawson's argument was his failure
to address the other art practices that challenged
painting's supremacy. lf he had, he would have
seen that these in turn had become absorbed into
the very Establishment that absorbed the radical
painting styles of earlier years. Paintings weakness
is the whole of art's weakness; it exists in a society
in which capitalism has prevailed as the dominant
culture. Today his Marxist position appears dated,
the battle against the bourgeoisie has neither been
won nor lost, society has moved on. lt is now less
class ridden, more fluid, more international and
complex, and more affected by technology and
media than his conventional Marxist approach
allows. The need for art to be the creator of a
dialectical discourse remains but its arena is now
society at large, not the narrow confines of the
gallery space.

These arguments criticising painting's relevance
have been based on the Greenbergian view of the
linear development of art and the Marxist and
Adornian notions of painting's absorption into the
Media lndustry. Under Greenberg's analysis
Modernist abstract art is the logical development of
art from its mimetic roots. lts fulfilment comes in its
achievement of self-analysis, the "discipline to
criticise itself'. The conclusion of this analysis is that
painting has nothing new to offer. lt can revisit
mimetic art and earlier styles, and it can play with
endless permutations of its own self in abstraction.
That paintings are still made and have an
importance that is no longer justified is explained by
the Maxist and Adornian concepts of the power of
capitalist markets.
Another criticism of painting is that technology has
made painting redundant. This is the argument that
painting, but particularly easel painting, belongs to
another age; that the materials and form of painting
are no longer relevant to today's society. Waldemar
Januszczak, the Sunday Times art critic, expressed
this view;
"The art of the 21"tcentury will
have to reflect the electronic,
multichannel, virtually real world
that lies before us if it is to draw
any useful inspiration or
nourishment from its
surroundings. This is something
that dear old painting, for all its
wondrous strengths, simply
cannot do. When it comes to
dealing with the textures and
mysteries of the information age,
painting is the wrong medium at
the wrong time."
What allthese critics have in common is a
frustration with painting's survival, they know why
painting should not survive but can only offer the
argument of the vested interests of the

Establishment to explain why it does. I will argue
that there are more fundamental reasons why
painting survives.
Hal Foster, in his essay "A note to Painting",
published in 1981, concluded with the view that,
"Painting, as much as any art, is laden with cultural
value- such is its weakness and its strength. lf they
cannot be inflected into new values, then perhaps
painting is reified." Foster goes further than other
critics of the time in that he argues for a more
radical solution for the survival of painting than that
of the pluralism of postmodernity. He questioned a
revival of painting that returned to the "values of
craft and subjectivity, to the art object as original
product and the artist as creative producer". Foster
was arguing that painting needed to reinvent itself if
it was to continue to be relevant, and he claimed
this can only be done by acknowledging painting's
history and its culturally laden values. One reason
for painting's survival is just that. lt has found a way
of reinventing itself.
Barry Schwabsky argues that painting is now
essentially conceptual, in the sense that all art is
now conceptual and that paintings are now overtly
and firstly concerned with themselves as paintings.
"Contemporary painting retains
from its Modernist and Conceptual
background the belief that every
artist's work should stake out a
position - that a painting is not
only a painting but also a
representation of an idea about
painting."
He argues that, as Modernism was a step forward in
consciousness, so Conceptual Art represented a
step fonruard in consciousness within Modernism.
Painting should no longer require that we first look
at the subject of a painting, but rather we see a
painting as an object, with all the knowledge that
that brings. Painting should now always be about
itself as a painting. lf painters can truly achieve this
then, in Foster's terms, painting has reinvented
itself. Painting would demand to be seen not as a
representation of an image, not a self-reflection on
itself in the manner of abstraction, but as a
commentary on a painting of an image. We can't
escape the history of art, we have that knowledge,
and any painting that acknowledges this and
embraces it stands outside the Greenbergian linear
development of painting that leads to its death.
I believe that the best painting has reinvented itself.
It is not the same practice that is the subject of the
critics who proclaim painting is an irrelevance. ln

Foster's terms it has inflected arts historic cultural
values into new values; in Schwabsky's terms it has
become a representation about painting; and in
Arthur Danto's terms it is painting that has stepped
outside the master narratives. Alexis Harding's
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paintings are an example of this reinvention. His
work is based on grids painted on various
backgrounds which, because he uses oil and gloss
paint, generate an unstable relationship. The grids
slide and distort, sometimes they slide off and
overhang the support and sometimes they drip onto
the floor. There is a depth, a complexity and
intelligence in this work that exemplifies the idea of
art outside the master narratives. Because of its
theoretical location it can draw on and make
'eference to art history without being referential or
nimetic of it. Harding's work is certainly seen as a
cainting before we see its content and it is an
example that succeeds in establishing new values
'or painting.
n summarising the critics of painting I have
righlighted Januszczak's view that painting is the
'wrong medium at the wrong time". This is the
argument that the historic materials of painting are
.lnable to connect with our technological age and
:herefore painting is the wrong medium for
:ontemporary artists to use. Clive Cazeaux in his
-:ssay 'Synaesthesia and Epistemology in Abstract
rainting" offers an explanation of how painting can
,vork in the modern age, which refutes Januszczak's
argument. He argues that it is painting's ontological
:istance from technology that makes this possible.
-his is the idea that painting materials are so far
-emoved from the experiences of the digital age
:rey belong to a whole different class of existence; it
s this distance that gives painting its ability to
-ecord new experiences and creates its relevance.

)azeaux argues that we experience the world, not
:irectly, but through a form of refraction or
:'anslation, what he calls "transformation
:pistemology". He draws on the notion of
synaesthesia to demonstrate this point.
Synaesthesia is the condition where we have a
rental concept of one sense that is stimulated by
another. For example, people talk of seeing the
:olours of music. Cazeaux refers to this as the
rappropriate exchange between the senses and it
s this that allows us to "experience experience".
Synaesthesia is the proof that our experience is a
rediated or translated experience of the real world.
-herefore there is no need for a direct ontological
'elationship between the art object and its content.
rainting can represent the technological world
3ecause speciflc representationalforms do not limit
: lt follows that as painting and the technology grow
even further apart painting's ability to address the
rew experiences will be enhanced. So instead of
cainting becoming less relevant it becomes more
'elevant.

"By its difference from empirical
reality the artwork necessarily
constitutes itself in relation to what
it is not, and to what makes it an
artwork in the first place."
His aesthetic theory had as a cornerstone his belief
in the autonomy of art. lt was the art object's
detachment from the everyday that enabled it to
function as art. Adorno did not address the practice
of painting directly, but I want to draw parallels with
elements of his aesthetic theory, to provide a
support for painting. We can accept that painting
has a position that is one step removed from the
technological age; it has a distance that enables it to
achieve a version of autonomy. lt is because
painting is an anachronism that it has a unique
position as an art practice, and this position is its
strength not its weakness. Other art practices that
are more in touch with the technological age are
less able to take up this remote position. By using
another technique favoured by Adorno, the use of
dialectics, we can now argue that the distance
created by painting's virtual autonomy, generates a
tension between its contemporary subject and itself.
Painting is still laden with all the historical cultural
values referred to by Foster, but rather than acting
as a negative it is these cultural values that help
create tension. This tension, which remains
unresolved because of the ontological differences
between painting and its subject, becomes
absorbed in the artwork. This is particular to painting
because of its cultural history. lt is the existence of
these unresolved tensions in painting that makes it
special and opens up the possibility for it to be able
to perform as art. Painting can therefore claim to
have a particular and unique ability to perform as
art.
I have shown that there are at least three theoretical
arguments that explain why painting has continued
to thrive as an art practice. These are: the ability of
painting to redefine itself by establishing a position
outside the meta narratives of art history that posits
itself first as a painting about painting; the use of
transformation epistemology, as advocated by
Cazeaux, which enables painting to represent the
new experiences created in the technological age;
and the recognition that painting generates internal
dialectic tension between itself and its subject,
which is a critical ingredient of art. I would argue
that painters can justify their painting practice by
reference to these arguments.

So carry on painting. lt's cool!.

David Miles
This is similar to Adorno's views on art's otherness:
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GET ARTSPACE FREE
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LSA artists and their supporters in order of joining
David Phillips
Steve Phillips
Phyllis Davies
Hazel Shaw
Kieth Anker
Yvonne Boyle
Sheila Millward
David Troughton
Neil Moore
Jane Moore
Dominica Vaughan
Gillian lrving
Peter Woof
Davrd Jones
Rosy Burman
Margaret Godwin
Linda Henry
John Myers

Colin Dick
Peter Scales
Mark Tilley
David Lewis
Catherine Bates
Liz Wright
Chris Couch
Tim Richards
Josephine Howard
Tony Prior
Julia Prior
Pat Carpenter
James Plaskitt MP
Richard Yeomans
Nick Bond
Pat Noble
Ray Spence
Sue Wilkins
Ruth Bennion
Philip Goddard
Mo Finnessey
Jan Hunt
Jane Plumb
Suzanne Perry
David Broadhead
Wendy Freeman
Simon English
Sue Jack
Val Mitchell
Shona Beard
Christine O'Sullivan
Helen Bone
Steff Hutchinson
James Butler RA
Roger du Pille
Judith Hickling
Nancy Upshall
Dianne Greenway
Neil Phillips
Marigold Macgregor

Anne Cole
David Ellis
David Broadfield
Paul Lockwood
Mo Enright
Rodney Philcox
Lynsey Cleaver
Barbara Shackley
C.J Duppa-Miller
Wendy Bicknell
lris Bertz
Julia Hayes
Laura Merlin
Tessa Beaver
Susie Mendelsson
Grace Newman
Thomas Taylor
lan Dove
Juliet Gladston
Mary Buckingham
lnga Harland
Dorothy Biddle
Elizabeth Marsh
Susan Coomer
Jean Parker
John Gilks
Heather Gilks
Carole Cruikshank
Angela Stride
Rosemary Keep
Alfreda McHale
Alan Dyer
Alison Lambert
Sally Carpenter
Susan Burman
Linda Reutt
Jean Mauger
Nick Smale
Moira Lamont
Ann Phillips
Ann Forrester
Michelle Bowen
Judith Philcox
Rodney Barnes
Brenda Ratcliffe
Pixie Warburton
David lvory
Jan Rawnsley
Peter Roland
Bryan Sapwell
Roger Sargent
Margarita Rubra
Tim Griffiths
Jane Williams

CarolWheeler
Rhoda Bertz
Norman Jones
Maxwell White

Sonya Stuart
Julanne Barry
Sheridan Horn
Chris Jones
Rachel Liddell
Angus Liddell
Yvonne Morris
Louise Adams
Mary Partridge
Paul Chisholm
Cllr Roger Copping
Jane Ball
Emma Falke
Jenny Burns
Rod Perkins
Barbara Perkins
Jessica Morgan
Michael Cull-Dodd
Helena Godwin
Avril Moore
Jenny Edge
Lindsey Attwood
Bob Waugh
Joanne De La Salle
Nicky Cure
Jan Gay
Catherine Fielding
E. Barbara Winter
Elaine Edmunds
Carey Moon
Sue Lewis-Blake
Sonia Bublaitis
Olga Rudenko
Anthea Callen
Fran Booth
Emily Hero
Clari Searle
Richard Houguez
Peter Lovelock
Emma Price
Sarah Jane Wilson
lris Timbs
Jane Bracey
Richard Storey
Peter Lewis
Valerie Just
Stuart Clarke
Elaine Clarke
Anthony Bannister
Michael Bennett
Andrew Stibbs
Angela Webb
Louise Bagley
Ada Gaden
Stefan Kaliczak
Sheila Hosken
Jo Sutton
Nicholas Bond
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Cheryl Portlock:
Elizabeth Barber
Sara Bunney
Katerina Auloniti
Christopher
Buckingham
Kathy Williams
David Morphew
Andrew Gibbs
Jan Bunyan
Chris Partridge
Rosemary Davies
Suminder Sahota
Val Tallis
Jacqui Bricknell
France Brodeur
lianna Scandlan
Gordon Fyfe
Jean-Pierre Kunzler
Lizzie Cariss
Nicola Richards
Mair Evans
John Maxwell Steele
Trish Morris
George Taylor
Ann Gillman
Linda Ridpath
David Dewis
Rachel Doughty
Julia Lanen
Lucy Jeynes
Marjorie Hurst
Georgie Carroll
Ann Loscombe
Caroline Pratt
Margaret Moore
Gerald Smith
Sue Blenkinsop
Diana Davies
Kim Ford
Ceridwen Williams
Aileen Bennett
Kate Varney
Brenda Boardman
Maureen Toomey
Noreen Mason
Ann Miller
Rosemary Hague
Stephen Whitehead
Jonathan Morley
Suki Dhaliwal
Jean Pritchard
Corinna Spencer
Ruppee Mundy
Debbie Quargnolo
Beatrice Hoffman
Ann Power
lan Purvis

Katherine Barker
Sue Bassett
Arthur Hilyer
Simon Shaffer
Jade Sinclair
Jan Gillet
Archie Pitts
Nigel Fletcher
Maureen Grimwade
James Henly
Jeremy Foster
John Devane
r-ileen
Mortimer

de

Griffin
lr/att Jones

Julie de Bastion
Pippa Donovan
Clive Sheridan
Gordon Connell
Jonathan Treadwell
Trudie Howe
Roger Howe
Paul Osborne
MorrisonElaine
Treharne
Annabel Rainbow
Sharon Fermor
Elaine Wallace
Ruth Daly,
Kathy Webster
Terry Webster
Tim Beer
Raphaella Philcox,
Sharon Luke
John Keenan

Ann

Rosemary Hague
Jo Dalton
Thomas de Freston
PaulTyler
John Yeadon
Michael
Scheuermann
Arturo Salazar:
Jason E Legon
Giuseppe Pittarello
Claire King
Tessa McKenzie
Denise Russell
Jennifer Jones
Bridget Mattingly
lan Mattingly
Sue Machado
Ann Lewis
Phil Owen
VickiWalkden
Vivienne Robinson
Annabel Blundell
LouiseClaire Bradley
Annie Carpenter
Christie Clarke
Alison Chakir
Oliver Thomas
Phyllis Cox
Fiona Hodgetts
Sarah Moore
Sheila Graham
Zoe Petrie
John Davies
Margaret Pope
Sarah Maurice-Smith

Russell Gain
Ellie Rose
Louisa Hart
Alison Johnson
Richard Falk
Anni Robinson
Jane Williams
Robert Lavers
Jennifer Whelan
Maria Emilov
Victoria Fletcher
Libby January
Toni Storey
Andrew Christopher
Hansje te Velde
Kathryn Pettitt
Heather Bailey
Sarah Hobson

Stephanie Earl
Stuart Ellis
Jane Naylor
Sonia Kwasnik
Rach Flowers
Christine A Baylis
Frieda Palmer
Wendy Bicknell
Soonoo Choksy
Jim McGuigan
Linda Babb
Verity Thompson
Diana Adams
Sharron O'Keefee
Daphne Aaron
Tim Essex
Pat Evans

Natalia Rowley
David Treadwell
lan Taylor
Denise Quinn
Nigel Burroughs
Peter Flaherty
Derek Skinner
Angela Phillips

PaulWilliams
Emma Lewis
Christine Markham
Hannah Pettitt
Angela Triggs
Szevone Chin
Julia Yarrow
Paula Hamilton
Stan Jaskolkowski
Tammy Woodrow
Jane Page
Jean Wannop
Phil lvens
Judy Haslam-Jones
Brenda Mitchell
Fiona Metcalfe
Len Mackin
Sebastian Heid
Lorna Syson
Jo Crozier
Margot Bell
Doris Lacey
Przemyslaw
Chojnowski
Peter Wiseman
Brenda Currigan
John Pannell
Corporate members:
Hybrid Arts

Artspace is sponsored by Wanrickshire School of Arts and by TW Printing
Warwickshire School of Arts is a leading provider of visual arts and media courses both full
and part-time.
All enquiries to the Principal
Steve Guliver,
School of Arts and Deslgn,
Warwick New Road,
Leamington Spa, CV32 sJE.
01926 318233

TW Printing
Aftspace is printed by using the latest digital copying technology, both in colour and black and
white; direct from disc.
Call TW Printing for all your digital printing needs.
Unit 4b St Mary's Road,
Leamington Spa, CV31 1PP.

Tel:01926 883757
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arkis Katchadowian, Three Generations, 1928, oil on canvas, 65 x 102cm,
Author Sharon Luke in foreground
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